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From the Editor
ADRIAN COLLINS

This week, the last four months, and hell, this year has
just been absolutely full on, across so many parts of
the SFF community, and the Australian and global
society. You could pretty much just watch the news for
your daily serve of grimdark. So, I'll be honest, it feels
a bit odd to be shouting out that Grimdark Magazine
Issue #23 has hit the stands.
But we all need our escapes, and I hope that this
issue brings you out of our current world of plague,
seclusion and loneliness, economic upheaval, societal
resistance to change, regional expansionism,
frustration, heroes being outed for shit behaviour, and
all the rest for a couple of hours. Then I suppose it’s
time to get back in the fight.
I tip my glass to you for making it another quarter of
the insanity that is 2020.
Happy reading, my friend.

Adrian Collins
Founder
Subscribe to Grimdark Magazine:
https://patreon.com/user?u=177000
Connect with the Grimdark Magazine team at:
facebook.com/grimdarkmagazine
twitter.com/AdrianGdMag
grimdarkmagazine.com
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The Panchinko Gambit
CHRIS EDWARDS

The first we knew of the attack was the alarm jolting us
awake. It’s hard to ignore an alert that’s wired into your
nervous system. The Japanese Defence Force weren’t
usually big on briefing the hired help, but this time we
were given live feed of ghostly blips fading in and out
on a map—stealth gliders rolling over from North
Korea, each one no doubt packed with goodies. Of
course, the whole North Korea thing was a blatant red
herring. The gliders may launch from inside their
territory but only the Peoples’ Republic has the muscle
to field something like this. Still, it was the fig-leaf that
kept things from escalating into a real war instead of a
bush-league tussle over fistfuls of yuan.
Every city on the west coast of Honshu was on high
alert, preparing for an incident. Our bunkhouse was
presumably just one of hundreds springing to action,
Salvationaries stumbling and banging into each other,
still half asleep. The ‘skels made an awful goddam
(oops, guess who’ll be on Spiritual Reflection for
profanity offences?) noise when they rubbed together,
which happens a lot in close quarters. With a fanfare
of trumpets chaplain Williams entered and took up his
usual place at the podium. He didn’t need no ‘skel—he
had himself some kind of powered carapace courtesy
of our employers. Even a chaplain doesn’t rate that
kind of thing by default.
“Salvation shall be yours,” he recited as he entered.
“Salvation shall be ours,” we duly repeated as we
quickly fell in casting our eyes down in the proper
penitent pose. You learn to follow the call and
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response routine very quickly when someone can
electronically stimulate your pain receptors at the touch
of a button.
“Satan.” He looked around our group. “This very
night Satan has unleashed his fallen angels to strike
here, in the land of our allies.”
Okay, allies might be stretching it a bit. They might
have been, once upon a time, but these days it’s more
like paymasters—what else are you going to do when
you’ve got a military you can’t afford to run anymore?
The corps had contracts with half of the pacific rim, all
of ‘em scared of being gobbled up by the Chinese.
“But we shall not allow the forces of the arch-enemy
to go unopposed. You! You who have sinned against
your God and your country, will earn your salvation
tonight!”
We let out a chorus of “amens”, even a couple of
“hallelujahs!”. Gimme that old time religion, am I right?
Clearly the situation was urgent since Williams
didn’t really get to dig into his fire and brimstone
routine. (Sometimes he’d make us stand there for
hours.) Maybe he was a frustrated TV evangelist but
most likely he was being scrutinised almost as closely
as we were and wanted to make sure he looked good.
Or, who knows, maybe he even believed the garbage
he was spewing out? You get them like that from time
to time. Mostly the God-botherers are just vindictive,
power-tripping jerks, can’t tell asshole from elbow. But
occasionally you get a true believer who actually thinks
he’s helping you overcome your sinful ways so you can
enter the gates of heaven washed clean. Those are the
dangerous ones.
“Let us now take a moment to reflect upon the
transgressions that have brought you here, and to
remember that only service rendered with a glad heart
can truly win you redemption in the eyes of the Lord.”
We kept our eyes closed as the seconds ticked by.
I could almost feel those ghostly blips creeping closer
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to the shoreline—we were losing prep time. At last
Williams raised his hands in benediction. “Then may
the Good Shepherd watch over his wayward lambs!”
We scrambled out the door to the hoverall loitering
in the rain. Not that we’re kill-crazy or anything, but if
the corps got fined for turning up late, you know it
wouldn’t be Williams taking the blame. The rain was
nasty, warm and chemical; it left your skin itching
wherever it touched. Once we got in the hoverall TB
began handing out the plates, clammy layers of cold
ceramic-and-metal armour that clipped onto the ‘skels
a piece at a time. All the way to the deployment we
were like toddlers trying to assemble an adult’s jigsaw
puzzle, clipping plates to each other as fast as we
could. Of course, some were corroded or damaged
and a few were outright missing. We did our best to
even it out but we all had gaps here and there.
Salvationaries usually have mixed feelings about
their ‘skels. On the one hand they’re our jail cells and
they let the chaplains spy on us, torment us, or even
kill us. But when you are heading into combat, you’re
damn thankful for it. With the ‘skel you’re as strong as
an ant for your size, and it jacks your combat reactions
so that even a pacifist wimp can fight like hell. Of
course, you get no choice about the fighting—you’ve
been volunteered for all this on account of “public
morality violations”. Well, that’s the theory anyway, I’ve
met plenty of Salvationaries willing to swear on a stack
of bibles that the charges against them were all
trumped up. I mean, not me, obviously—I just loved the
cock.
Weapons were next. Our standard HMGs and box
magazines would have been cripplingly heavy on a
regular grunt, but with the ‘skels we could just about
manage them one-handed. We had no idea what was
dropping here, so we’d just have to hope the .50 cal
would penetrate. Grenades were still a no-go—the JDF
just weren’t happy with the idea of foreign criminals
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and deviants having access to explosives in their cities.
Which, having witnessed the dubious trigger discipline
of our fireteam… yeah, I can kinda see their point.
Update: the blips were within twenty klicks of the
coast. And, oh joy, looked like a whole bunch were
heading straight towards our allocated defence zone.
Across the bay, deafening cracks sounded as
electrolaser batteries punched ionised channels into
the air, sweeping across the sky toward the gliders
before they could drop their cargo. Sure enough, we
saw a couple of hits, billowing explosions that rained
burning debris down onto the choppy seawater. We
also saw canisters land in the ocean and sink down out
of sight in a way that seemed very deliberate. The
lasers hadn’t stop the gliders delivering most of their
payload, which probably boded poorly.
I mentioned the fireteam, didn’t I? The 932nd
Salvationary fireteam—me, Carlos, TB and Baby Doll.
I was in for sodomy (guilty), Carlos was convicted of
heresy (closet Catholic), TB wouldn’t say what they got
him for, and Baby Doll was charged with gender
crimes. (Apparently, he’d been caught getting a nice
fat cock and balls grafted on.) And of course, chaplain
Williams, our fearless leader, although he usually stays
with the hoverall and “coordinates” when we’re in
combat.
As we trooped out and began preparing defensive
positions, most of the lights of Tottori were going dark
behind us. Civilians were heading to the underground
shelters beneath the city. Chances were it would be a
relatively bloodless affair, at least for them. Chinese
weren’t interested in causing mass casualties, just a
little property damage to prove a point. Bad idea to kill
the goose that lays the golden eggs. Us on the other
hand they’d quite happily stomp and vice versa.
Whatever they dropped would be disposable. Usually
it was autonomous weapon platforms, manufactured
mayhem on the cheap.
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Another update: the sonar net in the bay had rough
imaging on some of the canisters, already empty, and
multiple contacts moving near the surface of the water
at speed. We spaced out and spun up the HMG’s,
testing the action and checking the ammo feeds were
clear. Tension mounted as we waited for whatever it
was to breach. Suddenly a wave of water sloshed up
over the sea wall, and a helmeted head began to rise
up above the parapet, dripping seawater. For a second
I was confused, had they sent human divers? Big
change of M.O. if so.
The helmet continued to rise up into the air,
revealing a tormented face with madly rolling eyes.
From the lower jaw downwards it was nothing more
than some kind of hardened plastic drone and a cluster
of trailing tendrils that looked like electronic cabling.
Whatever it was, it freaked Carlos out. He just lit up
the floating head, hosing it with fifty-cal. It spun around
crazily in the stormy sky and toppled back into the
ocean.
“What the fuck, man? What the fuck was that?”
TB looked gloomy. “Chinese version of us, I reckon.
Undesirables repurposed to wage proxy war.”
I tried to look on the bright side. “Their armour is for
shit, at least. The fifties cut through it like butter.”
Baby Doll looked anxious as he swung his weapon
around, “Yeah, but they’re not big, those things. How
many do you think fit in a canister? Ten? Twenty? How
many canisters hit the bay?”
I had time for only a few seconds of panicked
mental arithmetic before the waterfront was suddenly
swarming with disembodied heads. Naturally, being
our fireteam, we just cut loose with everything we had,
empty casings racketing every which way. I swear, if it
hadn’t been for the target selection system in the ‘skels
automatically cutting out when we had our weapons
aimed at each other, Carlos would have killed me half
a dozen times. The bad news was that the little
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bastards were fast and maneuverable, and we had
exactly the wrong kind of weapons for this kind of party.
Sure, the fifties could rip one apart with a single hit, but
we had to just spray and pray. We were loaded for
bear, but we were being swarmed by rats. Well, maybe
rats wasn’t quite the right word; octopuses or jellyfish
might have been more accurate.
The drones moved in this weird, pulsing way,
darting around. The tendrils dancing all around them
made it hellish hard to get a clean hit on the centre
mass. Our fire got even wilder as they began circling
round, preparing to rush us in a pincer formation.
“TB, what do we do?” By the regs I should have
asked the chaplain, but everyone on the team knows
TB has a better head for tactics. Williams would
probably have just told us to commend our souls to our
God.
“Cover me and be ready to move on my mark. I got
an idea.” TB stopped firing at the drones and starting
blazing away at a big display screen hanging above the
street. In a few seconds it tore off the side of the
building and collapsed downwards, crushing a dozen
drones and buying us some breathing space.
“Move! Move! Move!” shouted TB leading the way
through the gap. In one ‘skel-assisted leap he crashed
through the shuttered display window of a shop. The
rest of us yomped after him, spraying ammunition
behind us as we went.
From inside the shop we could hear the drones
buzzing about, looking for us. But TB had done his job
pretty well; there was only one way they could get in,
and they’d lose their advantage in numbers if they took
it.
“Excellent work, Salvationaries.” Williams crackled
over the comm. “However, please do try and minimise
damage to civilian property.” Was it my imagination, or
did Williams sound almost disappointed? Clearly he’d
thought we were about to check out, probably already
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had his finger on the self-destruct command for our
‘skels.
“Hot damn, TB. That was some action-hero shit
right there!” Carlos gave him a ringing clap on the back.
“Reload” was all TB replied, his eyes never leaving
the open doorway.
Slowly, we all took a turn switching out the box
magazines on our HMG’s. One reload each was all we
had with us, but better to have it in your weapon than
on your back.
Baby Doll held up a hand and motioned for quiet.
Over the sound of the lashing rain we could just make
out noises coming from the floor above, the whining of
the little jets on the drones.
“Bastards are upstairs!” Baby Doll pointed his
weapon upwards.
“TB, what are we doing?” I asked. “This position is
compromised.”
He shook his head, grimacing like he was tasting
something bad, “We’re going to have to move. Use
your ‘skels for speed, leapfrog formation. Carlos and
Baby Doll cover while Andy and I go for the mall
entrance across the way. Then we cover as you two
join us.”
It sounded like warmed-over ass but none of us had
a better plan.
We huddled up to the edge of the broken window;
a hedgehog of weapons pointed outwards. A couple of
deep breaths, then TB and I burst out and began
storming across the street, the armoured feet of our
‘skels punching holes in the rain-soaked road as we
ran. Behind us we heard the whine of drone engines
firing and almost immediately the rattle of Carlos
opening up. (The suspicious gaps in his fire pattern told
me his aim was still for shit and he was tracking across
us.) We heard Baby Doll shout, then scream over the
comms. At the door of the mall we turned and saw that
the drones hadn’t chased us at all. Instead they’d been
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using their tendrils to hang onto the outer walls of the
building back across the street. As soon we left, they’d
swarmed the entrance like a tide, tendrils clinging
together to form a crawling mat.
Baby Doll was covered in the things, tendrils
snaking down into the joints of his armour, his body
twitching and steaming as they cooked him from the
inside out. Carlos had backed right inside and was still
firing wildly. I raised my weapon to fire, but TB just held
up a hand and tapped for comms to Williams.
“Chaplain, sir? Carlos and Baby Doll are toast, advise
activating denial charges.”
“Roger that, Salvationary. They will be cleansed of
their sins.”
A second later the entire shopfront erupted into
flames. Jagged shards of armour plate came whizzing
out in all directions. The cloud of remaining drones
spiralled up into the dark, cloudy sky and twisted away
across the city.
I turned to TB, kind of astonished. “Fuck me, TB,
that was cold!”
TB shrugged. “They’re dead, we’re alive. If I hadn’t
done it the only difference is we’d all be dead.”
“Yeah, I guess. But still, they were our buddies,
man.”
He shook his head. “They were just people in the
same shitty boat as us. Didn’t make us friends, just
meant we spent a lot of time playing cards and getting
shot at together.”
The comms crackled on again with Williams’ voice.
“Salvationaries, be advised that the remaining drones
are heading towards a high-value target which must be
denied to them at all costs. Proceed to the coordinates
and intercept.”
I gaped. “Is he fucking kidding! There’s only two of
us left. Fuck does he think we’re going to do to them?”
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TB shrugged again and hoisted his HMG “Ours is
not to reason why, I guess. Let’s go, Andy. Maybe we
can thin the numbers out a little.”
I cranked my ‘skel up to that loping run they can
manage on the flat. “You expecting a miracle now, TB?
Didn’t take you for a holy roller.”
“The quickest way to die here is to disobey a direct
order. You know Williams is itching to flip that switch.
I’m not giving him the excuse.”
“Then I just hope to hell you’ve come up with a plan,
because frontal assault didn’t seem to work too well
last time.”
Our speeding ‘skels brought us in sight of the target,
a glowing neon confectionary covered in holographic
images of Maneki-neko, still squealing out high-pitched
J-pop into the deserted streets of Tottori.
TB eyed it leerily. “What the fuck is this place? A
casino?”
We stood in the lobby just behind the glass doors,
crazy coloured lights flashing all over us as rainwater
dripped on our ‘skels.
“Close, it’s called a pachinko parlour. Big business
in Japan; worth half a trillion dollars per year, maybe
more.”
He gave me a look like how the hell would you know
that?
“What? We all had lives, man. I was a conflict
accountant. Still would be if I didn’t enjoy sucking dick
so much.”
“Conflict accountant, huh? Like one of the corporate
assholes that sends us poor sinners out here?”
“Well, not quite. I certainly advised on the costeffectiveness of sending us out here.”
He chewed on that for a second. Since we were
about to die anyway, I followed up. “What about you,
man? Mr Strong-and-Silent. What did a straight arrow
like you do to end up strapped into a ‘skel?”
“Skip it, Andy. We’ve got a job to do.”
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“Oh come on, neither of us is going home now. I’ve
confessed my sins—what about you?”
He hesitated, “…I was at West Point.”
I goggled. He’d been on the fast-track to Senior
Chaplain. One of the elite. “How’d you manage to
screw that up?”
He lowered his eyes towards the dirty carpet. “I...
phrased an ethical concern unbecoming of an officer.”
William cut in, overriding our conversation
“Salvationaries! Lose the chatter and breach that
building. Be advised that this is a specified structure in
our defense contract, so I’m cutting your firing system
down to burst mode to minimise damage.”
“God fucking dammit, Williams! How in the hell are
we supposed to take these things out if you’re—”
A modulated electrical pulse to my afferent nerves
stopped me dead and left me twitching in agony inside
the ‘skel, “Blasphemy will not be tolerated,
Salvationary Andrews!”
When the pain finally subsided and I could think
again, TB was checking out the building.
“They’re already in,” he said. “Busted ventilation
system on the roof.”
“Yeah, I’m fine, thanks for asking.”
“Your own dumbass fault, the amount of stupid shit
you say. Let’s get going. All we can do is keep moving.”
We bounded up the stairs and smashed through the
glass into the parlour’s vast neon caverns.
Everywhere, lights and holos blinked, electronic music
and pinging sound effects blared. Amazingly, though,
this place wasn’t deserted. A scruffy Japanese
teenager with pierced ears and neon-bright hair was
pinging steel balls around on one of the outsize
pachinko machines. He barely even looked up as we
stomped by him in our armoured suits.
TB rumbled, “Why isn’t this dumbass down in the
shelters like everyone else? He got a death wish?”
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I craned over the kid’s shoulder to look at the
pachinko machine. “Looks like he’s got a shot at the
high score—that’s like a week’s earnings for one of
these guys. Probably doesn’t want to lose it.”
TB snorted. “Willing to die for a pinball game? I
thought I’d seen some messed up shit...”
“This right here is what the war is about, man.
There’s a dollar there that just won’t quit, y’know what
I mean?”
One of the drones float-pulsed its way down an
aisle of pachinko machines about ten metres away,
dipping down to insert tendrils into each machine it
passed. We ducked back and watched with as much
stealth as we could muster.
“What’s it doing?” I said.
“I dunno, maybe it came to play pinball!”
“I think it’s messing with the circuitry, the
programming—spiking the machines so they don’t play
right.”
TB shook his head sadly. “And this is God’s work
for us? Stopping enemy suicide troops from rigging slot
machines?”
I grinned. “The Lord moves in mysterious ways.”
TB recovered himself, all professionalism again.
“Okay, we hit them while they’re split up. You go up
that aisle, I’ll go this one. If they swarm, make for the
vending machines. There’s cover there.”
We stomped apart and advanced down the aisles.
I was painfully aware that, with a reduced fire rate,
hitting them was going to be a damn sight harder—I’d
actually have to aim. Thank God, the fucking things
were clearly programmed to ignore all threats once
they reached the target area. They just kept on slipping
pachinko machines the old tentacle as we thumped
down aisle after aisle, smashing each drone with flat
blasts of fire from the .50’s. Plastic, carbon-fibre, metal
and flesh blew apart as we blipped them, until after a
few minutes I couldn’t find any more to scrag.
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“TB, you got eyes on any hostiles?”
“Neg, Andy, I think we got them.” He wasn’t the
cheering kind, but you could hear the elation in his
voice. When you’re a Salvationary, any mission you
survive is a good mission.
The scrawny kid with the neon hair threw his hands
up in the air and shouted “Yatta!” at the top of his voice.
Damn near scared the piss out of me. Lights went off
all over his machine and laser-etched steel balls
cascaded out into his waiting hands.
“Huh, I guess the kid was savvy to stick around?”
TB grunted, “Savvy? Kid was just too stupid to see
the risk. Got lucky is all.”
We didn’t know exactly how lucky until a few
moments later when another machine suddenly
coughed up its guts and began releasing a torrent of
steel balls all over the floor. Then another. And
another. And another. If we thought the place was
crazy before, it was nothing compared to the flashing
lights, bells, sirens and whistles that were going off
now. I could hear Williams shouting down the comms,
but the noise was too loud for me to hear what he was
saying. I just doubled over crying with laughter as this
scrawny teenager went running round with his t-shirt
held out to catch thousands of the tiny balls, stuffing
them into his pockets, his socks, his sneakers, his
mouth.
And that’s how we lost the Pachinko War. Some
scrawny little otaku kid with Asperger’s won fifteen
million dollars in one shot and the JDF decided the
whole thing was getting too expensive. They worked
out a deal with the Chinese to allow them to buy a stake
in the pachinko scene. The Salvationary Corps lost the
security contract as the war died down, and we were
shuffled off to Manila to suppress some rebels with
inconvenient ideas about democracy. Still, I like to
think that our shoddy performance in Japan maybe
inspired peace in our time somewhere. Of course we
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were on Williams’ shit-list for good after that, but even
he couldn’t avoid all the blowback from our debacle.
Never saw him in that power armour again. In fact, he
caught a face full of shrapnel on our next mission and
got shipped stateside. Unless he had a real rich daddy,
I reckon he’s probably sleeping under a bridge and
begging for change, veteran’s medical entitlement
being what it is these days.
His replacement was an earnest young preacher
who hadn’t realised he was gay yet – took me about a
week to fix that, so that was all my Christmases come
at once. TB’s still a grouchy SOB, and we’re all going
to die out here sooner or later, but make hay while the
sun shines, eh? Until then (don’t tell the chaplains) I’m
rooting for Satan.
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Chris Edwards is one of the writers behind the
successful "Tales from the Aletheian Society" podcast
(hunterhoose.co.uk), and has had several short stories
published over the last year. He lives in Scotland with
his wonderful partner and two sons. If he spent half as
much time writing as he does running geeky games,
he'd be more prolific than Steven King.
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An Interview with M.L.
Spencer
TOM SMITH

Ahoy Grimdark Nation! I’ve crossed the darkened
wastelands to track down M.L. Spencer. If you aren’t
familiar with her work, she wrote The Rhenwars Saga
starting with Darkmage and ending with Darkfall with
the prequel Darkstorm thrown in the mix later. I was
pleasantly surprised with how good these books are.
Recently M.L. started a new series The Chaos Cycle
with Chains of Blood and her latest release Chains of
Legacy.
I had the pleasure of meeting her at WorldCon in
San Jose a couple of years ago and for all the darkness
she packs into her books, she was very laid back and
(dare I say this about a grimdark writer?) nice.
[TS] Melinda, it’s great to finally get you here!
[MLS] Hi Tom! It’s great to finally be here! I’ve been an
avid fan of GdM for years. Hell, I even own the T-shirt!
[TS] I have been reading your books for a few years
now and I have to compliment you on how well written
they are. Almost everyone I read these days I find
mistakes or sentences or paragraphs that don’t seem
to work when you read them out loud, but I think I’m
still looking for proof that you or your editor are human.
What is your writing and reviewing process like, and do
you want to give a shout out to your editor?
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[MLS] Well, when it’s not a pandemic, I get up at 4:30
am every morning and write for two hours before work,
and I try to get through about a chapter a day. I dictate,
so it’s quick but messy, but I can crank out 3,000 words
in those two hours. Unfortunately, that leaves me with
a disastrous mess full of homophones that my dictation
software isn’t smart enough to filter through. So then I
have to go through about a month-long process of
cleaning up what I wrote. I never do a rewrite—hell, I
honestly don’t even really know what that means. I do
what I call “sanding and polishing.” I basically cruise
through the manuscript and rough-sand it to take out
the sharp edges, then I go back over it searching for
sentences that just don’t flow right, throwing in stronger
verbs, stuff like that. When it’s all done, I give it to my
copy editor. I’m actually between editors at the
moment. The one I was using was really great at
breaking my bad habits such as said-isms and adverb
abuse, but she didn’t proofread.
When I get the manuscript back, I proofread it
myself with the Chicago Manual of Style sitting next to
me. I basically let Word dictate it back to me while I
follow along. That’s how I get rid of the remaining pesky
typos and such. If a grammatical situation arises that
I’m not double-damn sure about, I look it up in the
CMS.
[TS] Congratulations on finishing the Rhenwars Saga.
What can you tell us about your new series The Chaos
Cycle?
[MLS] The Chaos Cycle takes place in the same world
as The Rhenwars Saga, but follows the stories of the
next generation of mages and demons. There is a new
threat, in the form of the Turan Khar, a collectiveconscious society that descends upon the Rhen to
enslave its mages. The storyline is split between two
heroes, one who stays to defend the Rhen from the
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Turan Khar, and the other who travels halfway around
the world to learn the power to defeat them. It’s kind of
cool, in that it introduces new continents, new races,
and new characters.
[TS] Let’s talk characters and character development
for a moment. Without throwing spoilers around, I
really thought that one of your Rhenwars protags—
Darien—had a fantastic character arc. What was your
thought process like when you were writing him?
[MLS] I wanted to take a man, completely destroy him
and strip him of everything he was, and then rebuild
him from the ground up. I guess I’m kind of mean to the
characters I love. In Darien’s example, he starts off as
an idealistic and passionate defender of his people,
though he definitely has his quirks. He’s a little rash,
more than a little arrogant, and probably more
Machiavellian than is healthy. But he means well, and
his passion for his duty is pretty much his downfall. I
kind of chisel into him little by little, hacking parts out of
him until he pretty much loses his entire purpose and
identity. Then I give him a reason to reconstruct
himself.
[TS] Now the question everyone is asking (ok, maybe
just me), have we seen the last of Tom the Smith? He
really seems to be the glue that brought the whole
series together.
[MLS] haha! Yes! Tom the Smith was a Tuckerization
of you, Tom! (I think most of your readers will know
what that means). And, actually, Tom the Smith was
pretty instrumental in causing a major plot twist, so he
wasn’t just a throwaway character. Are we ever going
to see him again? Probably not. He wasn’t young in the
Rhenwars Saga, so now he would be pretty much
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decrepit. Sorry, Bro! You had a glorious moment in the
sun, but I’m afraid retirement beckons.
[TS] How do feel personally about the literal army of
women fantasy writers that are finally getting their due?
Even though the genre really started with Mary
Shelley, I kind of feel like female writers were few and
far between in my childhood. I’ve always thought it due
to gender biases of the 80’s, and what effect do you
think the rise of indie publishing had in that regard, if
any?
[MLS] I honestly think it’s awesome, but I definitely
think that the gender lines are still drawn and intact. I
still see far more men writing grimdark fantasy than
women, and many more female fantasy authors writing
YA and urban. I think indie publishing has helped, for
there are no gatekeepers to suppress voices that need
to be heard.
[TS] When planning a book do you outline, or are you
a pantser?
[MLS] I am a consummate outliner. For the book I’m
writing now, I am working off of a 63-page outline that
I developed months in advance to the actual writing.
That has saved me from a lot of regret that pantsers
can sometimes have. I’ve known people to write 30K
words just to find out the plot has gone in the wrong
direction, and they have to start all over again. I will
change my course if a new inspiration comes to me,
but then I have to change the whole outline to
accommodate it. So, at that moment, I am still working
out of an outline, so it’s still not really pantsing. Also,
outlining is the only way I can throw in a lot of the
foreshadowing I like to use to build anticipation. I
honestly don’t know how pantsers do it.
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[TS] On to something that has been bouncing around
in the back of my mind for a while: Are the darkmages
in the Rhenwars Saga alive or dead, or somewhere in
between like a wraith or wight?
[MLS] I don’t know if you’ve noticed this, but every
person that’s ever jumped back out of the Well of Tears
always went in there with a body intact. So Xerys pretty
much owns their soul, and can stick it back into their
body, returning them to real, physical life. There’s just
one catch—they’ve lost their mage’s power, and
without that, they aren’t really sustainable without their
connection with Xerys. If you cut that, they would just
flop over dead.
[TS] Growing up, what were your gateways to fantasy?
What did you see, hear or read that got you hooked?
[MLS] I’m going to preface this by saying that I was an
early reader and my mother never took the time to
monitor what I read. Anyway, my grandma bought two
box sets for me and my (much older) cousin when I
was in the third grade. I got Nancy Drew, and he got
The Chronicles of Thomas Covenant. I was pissed
because his books looked a lot more interesting than
Nancy Drew. Fortunately, he let me trade him because
he didn’t like reading anyway. So that was my entry
point into fantasy, and it kind of went downhill from
there. I was always looking for bigger books and longer
series, devouring Raymond E. Feist, Tad Williams, and
C.S. Friedman. In college, I found Robert Jordan and
George R.R. Martin. I think Friedman and Jordan are
probably my two biggest influences, with a little bit of
Martin thrown in there to spice things up.
[TS] What is the best thing you’ve read in the last year
or two and why? Who is a writer that you think is very
underrated or overlooked?
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[MLS] Battle Mage by Peter Flannery is simply
awesome. I also just finished The Raveling series by
Alec Hudson, which is simply amazing. Everyone
should run out right this moment and pick up The
Crimson Queen! Right up there with all those big
names I just mentioned. And better than some.
[TS] We’re at that time where you sell us on your
upcoming projects and new releases. Promote your
work!!
[MLS] I took a slight deviation from The Chaos Cycle
to write another book that was gnawing at me. Don’t
worry, I’ll still write book 3 toward the end of the year!
For this one, I’m taking a swerve away from grimdark
(sorry!) and centering up on epic. It’s about dragons
and an amazing boy who was born with some
challenges. I’ve been world-building and outlining this
story in the background for years. So I really hope
everyone will pick it up when it releases in the fall.
[TS] And it looks like we are out of time. Melinda,
thanks so much for taking time out of your busy
schedule to talk with us today!
[MLS] Thanks so much for interviewing me, Tom! Hey,
I need another T-shirt!
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Review: The Seventh
Perfection by Daniel
Polansky
MALRUBIUS

I love a carefully conceived, beautifully executed,
challenging narrative, but if someone had told me that
the new novella by Daniel Polansky (Low Town trilogy)
was written in the second-person point of view, I might
have passed on it, which would have been a HUGE
mistake. The Seventh Perfection is a gripping, strange,
and grim story that will satisfy multiple readings (which,
unfortunately, I did not have time for before this
review). It is extremely unconventional in its narrative
execution, but the narrative is absolutely perfect for the
story, and the story is absolutely perfect for the shorter
format of Tor.com’s excellent novella series.
One thing I (usually) dislike about second-person
narrative is its propensity to use the word you a lot.
‘You go up the stairs. You see….’ I just don’t buy it
most of the time. I find it hard to suspend my disbelief,
as Coleridge might say. The Seventh Perfection avoids
that completely, and almost entirely flips the problem
on its head. In The Seventh Perfection, you are Manet
of the White Isles, an amanuensis of the God King Ba’l
Melqart, who lives in the Spire in the middle of the city.
Manet is one of the very few people who have
completed the seven perfections, specialized trainings
for servants of Ba’l Melqart, the seventh of these being
the development of perfect memory. When Manet
receives the gift of a locket with a faded portrait inside,
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she begins an investigation to find out who the woman
in the portrait is, which brings her to various people
around the city who might know. Each chapter of The
Seventh Perfection comprises a character telling
Manet what they know, or don’t know, about the locket.
As such, each chapter is named for the character who
tells, in first-person point of view, Manet what he or she
knows about the locket; hence, the flipping of the
second-person narrative on its head. And you, Manet,
have to figure it all out. That alone would be a pretty
compelling read; however, the locket leads to a story
that the servants of Ba’l Melqart do not want known,
and there’s the rub.
As she quests through the city, Manet talks to a
variety of strange and stranger people, from a street
hawker, to an antiques collector, to a witch with a rat,
to an old friend, to the Patriarch of the city guards, to a
ferryman, and more and more. Each character has a
unique voice and a unique story to tell. Manet listens
and records everything in her perfect memory. When
she visits Nutesh, a renowned and somewhat
bumbling and notorious antiques collector, early in the
novella, the narrative voice of the collector immediately
called to mind Robert Browning’s most famous poem
“My Last Duchess,” in which the reader is addressed
(presumably) by the Duke of Ferrara who explains
what happened to his late duchess in the portrait he is
showing off. The poem is widely recognized as a
classic example of the dramatic monologue form (and
you should read it if you haven’t already because it’s
great). And that’s what you’ll find in The Seventh
Perfection, twenty-eight widely varied and variously
hysterical, intimidating, conniving, helpful, deceitful,
and confusing dramatic monologues (and one
trialogue) told to you, the amanuensis. To make
matters worse (which means, of course, to make them
much better), rumours of your investigation are
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beginning to circulate around the city, and the
guardians of the God King do not like it one bit.
Importantly, as it turns out, the monologues of the
people Manet encounters ultimately unveil the history
of the city itself, which has recently undergone a
revolution of sorts by which, for better or worse, the
God King replaced an equally feared and mysterious
queen whom he renamed the Anathema when he
deposed her. As often happens in political upheavals,
most of the people, the subjects of these rulers,
couldn’t care less who lives at the top of the Spire, so
long as they don’t change anything very much. The
people are just as willing to revere the God King as
they were the Anathema, as long as they can still drink
and whore and go about their business. This moral and
political ambiguity reminds me a bit of the constant
battle between the North and the Union in
Ambercrombie’s First Law. Neither side is worth a shit,
but the upheaval is constant.
Manet’s quest for information must ultimately lead
to the Spire, of course, but is that a good thing or a
bad? We don’t really know. Will she press the city into
another seemingly purposeless violent upheaval?
Maybe I’ll find a clue when I reread the book again
starting tonight. But that’s one of the beauties of moral
ambiguity and one of the reasons we love grimdark so
much—we get to decide… or not decide.
So… getting down to the point: Polansky is a
fucking genius. If you don’t already know that from
reading the Low Town trilogy, you will realise it when
you read The Seventh Perfection. He took an
unconventional form, the novella, and practically
reinvented storytelling for it. For example, (and don’t
tell my editing clients this), the inciting incident in this
story could be said to happen about ninety percent of
the way through it. That’s very unconventional, but
here, it’s just the way it happens, or at least how we
find out about it. Similarly, the main character never
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says a word, and yet we learn her life story. There is
no ‘narration,’ per se, but the reader is thrust through
the city at a rapid pace in vivid detail. Though I’m sure
the narration style has its roots somewhere, perhaps in
Faulkner’s As I Lay Dying, I’m willing to bet you’ll find
The Seventh Perfection to be like no book you’ve read
in recent memory.
And memory is what it’s all about, the main theme
here—how do we form memories and can they be
trusted? Are they really whole or just fragments we put
together? The seventh perfection is memory, and
those few people who achieve perfect memory, like
Manet, become the memory of the realm. In her quest
she explores the memories of twenty-plus people,
looking for answers, trying to put pieces together. And
the memories of the people she talks to, flawed or not,
hold the unreliable memory of the realm and her life.
But not only are their memories fallible and flawed,
many of them have something to hide and others are
intimidated by her position within the realm itself. For
me, themes are secondary to compelling characters in
tense emotional situations that result in riveting
entertainment, but The Seventh Perfection seems to
have it all—can’t-put-it-down reading with layers and
layers of meaning.
The Seventh Perfection, as you might have
guessed by now, is not necessarily an easy read. It will
challenge your notion of storytelling and force you to
put pieces together that otherwise might have been
laid out in the usual expository passages, but this is
really what makes it such an involving, enthralling read.
There are no armies or staged battles here, but there
is a shithole of a grim setting, some violence and the
constant threat of more, and a moral vacuum that will
force you to make up your own mind about who is good
and who is bad or if such a thing even exists in this
world. Overall, I found it to be totally fucking brilliant,
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but if you’re looking for the same old thing, you won’t
find it here.
The Seventh Perfection by Daniel Polansky is
scheduled for release on 22 September 2020 by
Tor.com.
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The Indie Author’s Guide
to Hiring a Cover Artist
DEAN SAMED

The hallowed day has come!! After rigorous rewrites,
edits, and a final layer of polish, your manuscript is as
good as it’s ever going to be. It’s time to unleash this
beast into the wild…
To complete the project however, there’s a final
piece of the puzzle left to tackle: THE COVER ART.
Bajillions of words have been written on the
importance of cover art, so I won’t wax lyrical on the
topic here—any professional writer worth their salt
KNOWS the book cover can make or break a release.
To put things into context I’ve personally worked on
projects where a re-brand (new book cover) has
resulted in 5—20x more sales for the author’s book. I
bet you’d like some of that action too.
So we’re all in agreement: A powerful/high-impact
cover that screams intrigue and excitement is the way
to go. But how do we procure such visual delights
without being burned in the process?
With this guide you’ll learn how to sell MORE books
by hiring the perfect cover artist for your project. We’ll
discuss where to find the artists, essential things to
look out for when making a buying decision, and how
to have a smooth/pain-free working relationship with
your collaborator.
First Things First
I should let you guys know why I have a lot to say on
this subject…
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I’ve produced artwork professionally for 20 years.
The bulk of my work has been in the indie sphere, but
I’ve also worked for a range of A-Listers/BIG-5
publishing houses, too.
I’ve been around the block and learned through the
fire of experience many of the best practices of
commissioning book cover art. Whether it was working
for Stephen King (what a blast!!) or an indie’s first
release – the fundamentals remain largely the same.
It doesn’t matter if you’re a grizzled veteran or freshfaced new fish – the principles in this guide will build
your confidence when it comes to commissioning book
cover art.
THE ART THAT SELLS BOOKS
Before we get the gears moving, let’s take a moment
to REALLY think about what sells books. Believe it or
not, when you commission cover art, it’s not just a case
of choosing what you think is ‘pretty’ when
commissioning cover art. There’s a helluva lot more to
it than that…
Selling the Sizzle
My mantra, when it comes to putting out ANY kind of
genre product, is SELL THE SIZZLE. Think back to the
glory days of VHS video stores, when your younger
(prettier) self browsed the rows and rows of seductively
packaged titles. The artwork on those covers had a
profound impact on your buying decision—especially if
you were a horror hound like me!!
The movie itself could have been absolute TOILET,
but with that big badass monster on the cover, how
could a fifteen-year-old say no?
So how does this relate to selling books in the 21st
century? The psychology is largely the same, but the
modern buying environment is a LOT more
competitive. The aim of the game is to make your
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customer STOP SCROLLING (on Amazon / FB /
Twitter etc.) and whisper:
“Holy SHIT, what IS THAT!?”
As an author of genre fiction, you need to SELL
THE SIZZLE of your given genre. If you’re writing
horror, feature your monster/antagonist front and
centre. If you’re writing fantasy, play on the exciting
visual motifs of your story (warriors, dragons, creatures
etc.).
I like to call these ‘genre motifs’, and just like the
VHS covers of old, they get your readers excited by
serving them up EXACTLY what they like, on a visual
platter of awesomeness.
Now I may be detecting some eye-rolls here and
mutterings of “Well duh, Captain Obvious!!”—but
throughout my career, I’ve worked with many clients
that missed this fact.
High-Concept/Simple Covers
Some authors will want to take a hyper-minimal, highdesign approach when creating book covers. Whilst
this can work brilliantly for non-fiction titles, I’d advise
against it for genre fiction authors – especially if you’re
still building your name.
Yes, it worked for E.L. James’ Fifty Shades series
and those snazzy Penguin rebrands of popular titles,
but for the rest of us, our biggest weapon is still
SELLING THE SIZZLE.
The titans of publishing can get away with simple
covers because the author/title has a huge amount of
BRAND EQUITY, gained via massive global PR or
because they’re Stephen King. The brand sells the
title, and the cover art becomes pretty much secondary
to the power of the name.
Regardless of where your own brand equity stands,
eye-popping cover art will be your biggest weapon for
rising above the noise.
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How ‘Accurate’ Should the Cover Art Be?
Now this is the age-old question… When it comes to
your cover art, how accurate should it be in
representing your narrative?
Throughout my career, this particular issue has
been the NUMBER ONE CAUSE of poor cover art. I’ve
spoken to many of my artist peers in publishing, and
the same issue plagues projects across the board. It’s
a universal killer of sales. In my experience, artists are
unanimous:
When you have a choice of being 100% accurate to
the narrative, or going with something badass:
ALWAYS CHOOSE BADASS!!
Obviously, you want something that represents the
story—and your cover artist wants that too—but drilling
them over finicky details to get it ‘just right’ can have a
seriously detrimental effect on the overall cover. I’ve
seen it hundreds of times.
Choose the right cover artist, give them your
instructions, and let them run wild!! There’s a delicate
balance between getting exactly what you want and
allowing a certain amount of wiggle room for the
project. The more freedom you allow your cover artist,
the better your cover art will be. I 100% guarantee it.
Yes, there are caveats to this: you don’t want your
cover-art character to be blonde if he has black hair in
the book. But your artwork will get WORSE if you force
pointless narrative details into the composition that the
customer would never even notice.
Give your artist (a fair amount of) freedom, and
always choose BADASS over accurate.
WHAT MAKES A GOOD COVER ARTIST?
Aside from the fact that your artist produces great
artwork and typography, other factors come into play
when working on a collaborative project.
Here are the main attributes a cover artist should
have to ensure your project goes without a hitch:
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1. Communication
The artist should respond to your enquiries in a timely
manner. Acceptable is within 24 hours, ideal is within
2-5 hours. This keeps the project moving and stops the
creativity from stagnating.
With that in mind, do take into consideration
whether your artist is at the opposite end of the
planet—time differences can increase the ‘wait time’
for responses!! Artists gotta sleep, too, you know.
If you go days without a response, then you have a
definite issue.
2. Amiability
If the artist is polite/courteous/upbeat… that’s going to
help the creative process A LOT!! Offering creative
services is a ‘people game’, and how your artist treats
you will affect the overall project.
Of course, this is a two way street—you’ve got to
play nice, too, to get the most out of your artist. If you’re
a prima donna or a douchebag, then the artist will be
less inclined to give their best or may give a low priority
to replying to your messages.
3. Confidence
Even though your artist may be the nicest person in the
world, they need more than that to give you the cover
art you need to make your book successful.
The confident artist will (diplomatically) tell you
when you’re getting it wrong. The confident artist will
tell you why stretching the title to the full width of the
book cover isn’t a good idea… or why that photo your
cousin took shouldn’t be let anywhere near the cover
art!!
Serious cover art pros know how to gently guide the
author and publisher in the ‘correct’ direction, using
diplomacy and finesse… without tempers rising or
creative friction occurring.
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The relationship between client and artist is
synergistic and requires a certain amount of give and
take.
CHOOSING YOUR COVER ARTIST
With such a low barrier to entry, it’s safe to say it’s
pretty much a buyers’ market out there. We’re blessed
to have fiercely talented cover artists across the globe
offering their services at a wide range of budgets.
Many artists will give you MAJOR bang for your
buck and provide you with world class service and
sales results. Unfortunately there are also shysters
who view the art form as a quick payday and operate
with less-than-ideal ethical standards. Working with
these cheapsters can actually result in MAJOR legal
troubles for you down the line. Don’t be the author that
gets burned.
With such a mind-boggling range of options and a
crowded marketplace, where the hell do you start with
all this?
Here are some of the top tips to keep in mind when
choosing your cover artist:
1. The Artist has been Referred
If you have a buddy that’s successfully worked with a
cover artist, and the resulting artwork was awesome,
then that’s possibly the best indicator that the cover
artist is legit.
Ensure their style is the right fit for your genre and
double check they’re working in the budget range you
can afford. Ask your colleague how they got on with the
artist and if there were any issues with the creative
process.
By doing the above, you could potentially save
yourself A LOT of back and forth choosing the right
artist for your project!!
2. The Artist has a Branded Website
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The first thing you can do to check if an artist is serious
is find out whether they have a branded website. NOT
a website with a .WIX or .WORDPRESS subdomain,
but a professional website, with a branded domain.
To me, this is the first indicator of how professional
a particular artist is. If they’ve taken the time to build
the website and paid out for a personalised domain,
that puts them a cut above others who don’t’. The artist
has INVESTED in their profession, and they know the
game is much bigger than social media promotion
alone.
I’ve actually received a fair amount of flak for
making this point in interviews, but I’m sticking to my
guns on this one:
Any cover artist worth their salt has a branded
website.
3. The Artist Posts New Art FREQUENTLY
The professional artists who get the JOB DONE are
oversubscribed. As a result, they post new artwork
online on a regular basis. They’re active and visible—
you see them popping up everywhere, sharing quality
work with high frequency.
Of course, being in demand means the premium for
such artists goes up, but NOT ALWAYS, as I’ll talk
about later in this guide.
4. The Artist Has Great Typography/Layout Skills
The job isn’t just pretty art—It’s visual communication.
Book cover art is a beautiful unison of illustration,
layout, and typography. It is ABSOLUTELY
IMPERATIVE that your cover artist has mastery of both
illustration AND graphic design/typography/layout.
The artist must be able to effectively communicate
the feel of your story with the illustration and the
essential copy (book title, author name, sub-title etc.).
All of the elements must work together as a cohesive
whole with a sense of balance and unity.
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I know MANY awesome digital artists who decided
to jump in on the book cover game, but were sorely
lacking in the design and typography skills. Visual
communication is an art form in itself and requires AS
MUCH (if not more) practice than the artwork itself. Its
importance is not to be under-estimated.
Of course, you can commission an illustrator to
produce the artwork and then hire a talented designer
to provide the typography/layout. Absolutely nothing
wrong with that if you have the budget to cover the
cost!! My favourite genre-fiction designer, Shawn King
(STK Creations), provides only typography and layout
for illustrated covers, but most book cover artists offer
an ‘all-in’ solution, providing both the illustration AND
typography/layout, so it’s imperative that they are
proficient in ALL aspects of the work.
5. You LOVE Their Work
Choosing a cover artist can literally be as simple as
seeing an awesome book cover and contacting the
artist (directly through their branded website!!) to find
out their rates.
The speed in which the artist gets back to you is
also a good indicator of their professionalism and
dedication to the craft. This is another reason why I
urge authors and publishers to work with full-time cover
artists.
6. They’re a ‘Specialist’
You really can’t go wrong when it comes to working
with a cover-art specialist in your chosen genre. These
artists dedicate their life and soul to a narrow sub-niche
and develop a world-class prowess for creating cover
art for a very particular audience.
I used to be a hyper-specialist (horror!!) and loved
every minute of it.
YOU GET WHAT YOU PAY FOR
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So here we are… the real meat and bones of the guide.
How much should I be paying these guys for cover art?
The first major point I’m going to make here is to
avoid any cover artist that is BELOW $100 USD. I can
already envision readers flaring up in rage:
“How DARE you say that I shouldn’t spend less
than $100 on cover art!! You don’t know what I have to
deal with. I can barely afford to eat!!”
Again, I’m going to stand by my (potentially
unpopular) point.
Here’s the rub… writers spend X-amount of months
toiling over their manuscript, crafting something
beautiful, and then slap a FUGLY $25 cover onto it,
immediately cheapening their product and obliterating
any chance they had to make sales. It beggars belief.
If you want to operate within a FIERCELY
competitive marketplace (and find success), then
you’ve got to pay to play: it’s as simple as that.
The same could be arguably said for trying to ‘wing
it’ and attempting to design the cover yourself. (Spoiler
alert: DON’T.)
As with any business, you gotta spend a little to
make a little. If it means going without lattes for a
month, then so be it. Nobody ever said it was going to
be easy
“But this is just a hobby, I don’t want to spend $100s
on cover art!!” If that’s the case, absolutely fine. Ignore
this section if you’re not fussed about sales.
Just because your immediate friends and family say
it’s a great cover, doesn’t mean it is so. The litmus test
is whether COMPLETE STRANGERS take a short
moment out of their day to comment, “Damn, that’s a
fine cover!!” Of course, a powerful cover and a great
blurb will result in sales, too.
There is no greater marker of success than
strangers voting with their dollar.
The next part of this guide is written with the
understanding that you’re a professional (or aspiring
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professional) looking to sell as many books as
possible. Let’s take a look at some of the price ranges
you might find within the indie sphere:
$0 - $100 USD
I call this the ‘bargain bucket’ range. It is populated by
newbie designers, artists from developing countries
where $100 might be a lot of money, and individuals
not fully confident in their abilities.
Ok… there is a possibility that you could find a sub$100 cover that’s pretty decent out there, but it’s not as
likely as finding a vastly superior $100+ cover. If your
ethos is just to buy as cheap as humanly possible, you
will be burned badly in every respect.
For cripes’ sake, go ALL-IN!! Get the absolute best
you can afford!! If it means saving up for a while, go
ahead and do that. I personally know we’re not all
starting on equal footing when it comes to money—just
do the best you can with the hand you’re dealt.
If you’re a $0 - $100 artist reading this and are
angered by these comments, up your skill set, and
CHARGE MORE. You are in the realm of
COMMODOTISATION, where the only thing the client
cares about is price. Please read my free guide for
digital artists to learn how to up your pricing. As soon
as you’re out of this arena, your professional life will
IMMEDIATELY improve.
$100 - $250
In this price range, cover art gets a little more refined,
with the artists demonstrating higher levels of prowess,
particularly with typography and layout (which can
REALLY make or break the overall cover).
If you’re on a serious budget or starting out, this
domain may be your initial stomping ground. Around
the $250 mark you can definitely get something pretty
decent… but maybe not the BEST.
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$250 - $500
This price range represents the mid-level tier, and the
majority of the artists in this arena will be pretty decent.
There are a lot of AWESOME artists from developing
countries operating at this tier, as well as ‘niche
specialists’ who focus on specific genres.
Many of my Facebook peers are within this range,
and it does seem to be the ‘sweet spot’ for a large
number of indie authors.
This may be the price range you look at if you have
a steady(ish) income from prior book sales but not
enough to fund more extravagant covers.
$500 – $1000
The $500 to $1000 bracket is where things start getting
REALLY sleek. If you’re an author that does pretty well
with book sales, then this may be the domain where
you commission work.
Cover artists that are in very high demand may
command fees between $500 to $1000. They know
there’s a steady stream of clients with cash in hand,
ready to pay. Many competent niche-specialists also
operate at this range.
At this point, part of the price is tied in with the
artist’s branding—they’re a proven entity, are highly
professional in their operations, and are much more
likely to be full-timers.
$1000 +
At this price point, the artist tends to be globally
renowned for their cover art work. They’ve delivered
many projects for A-List authors and BIG-5 publishers,
or they have an art style that no-one out there has
come close to replicating. This is the opposite of the
commoditisation that you’ll find at the lower tiers of
pricing.
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You’ll find upper-tier natural media illustrators or
painters operate at this level, as well as world-class
composite artists and designers.
‘Exclusive’ photo-shoot projects may fall into this
category, also, in which the stock provider/artist shoots
exactly what you need, then pulls it all together as a
cover-art package.
PLACES TO AVOID
Ok, it’s time for me to start bleating about micro-service
and crowd-talent platforms again…
I personally don’t believe in platforms such as Fiverr
or 99Designs.
You may have had a well-meaning (but fiercely
misinformed) friend advise, “Get your cover from
Fiverr!!” IGNORE their advice. Consider removing
them from your Christmas card list. Fiverr is the
cesspool of creative services, and the chances of not
only being burned but also SUED is much, much
higher than commissioning services from anywhere
else. This is where the chancers and shysters operate.
Why am I so vehemently opposed to this platform?
Because the service providers are NOT professionals.
More often than not, they steal the resources they need
to create the cover art. So not only are you starting on
the wrong foot by having substandard cover art, but
you’re also liable for litigation if the intellectual property
owners catch the breach and decide to pursue you for
damages.
99Designs is another platform I’d avoid, not so
much because the work there is no good, but because
the business model isn’t ethical. Artists ‘compete’ by
submitting artworks to commission briefs. If they’re
unsuccessful in their bids, they don’t get paid at all.
There ARE options for commissioning a single artist
direct, but 99Designs still takes its cut, pushing the
price up. Nope, I don’t like it.
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I’m not going to be too mean to 99Designs—I know
a couple of GREAT cover artists who got their start
there—but I don’t approve of the platform at all. As with
Fiverr, there are also multiple issues of IP theft on
99Designs also. Since there are SO MANY great
artists outside of these arenas, there really isn’t any
reason to support them.
THE COVER ART PROCESS
Now, I don’t profess to know how EVERY cover artist
operates—every individual will have their own systems
for working with clients. From what I’ve gathered
across the board, though, the following blueprint is a
pretty accurate example of a typical workflow.
One thing to keep in mind, before you start is to
view the artist’s portfolio and be aware of the limitations
of their skillset. Understand that what you get will
probably be similar to what they’ve done before.
In this section of the guide we’ll examine an
example process that artists and clients go through to
get a projected completed from start to finish:
1. Introduction/Deposit
Once you’ve made the introductions with your cover
artist and have agreed to a budget, in most instances
you’d put down a deposit to secure your slot and get
work underway (although not always—every artist is
different).
When I was producing cover art, there was a 50%
deposit before we moved to the next phase
(consultation). For some artists it may be 25% or some
other figure.
At this point, it’s worth finding out what your artist’s
preferred payment method is and whether you can
accommodate it. More often than not it will be Paypal,
but it’s worth asking anyway!!
2. Consultation
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At this stage of the project, you discuss with your artist
the kind of artwork you’d like for your cover. This is an
incredibly important stage of the process. The better
your artist is at understanding/interpreting your
instructions, the better the final work will be.
You can help by having examples of existing covers
that you like: “I want something like THAT” or by
sharing a Pinterest Board/mood board showing the
‘vibe’ or tone you’d like for your project. Many artists
are highly visual in nature (go figure!!), so sometimes
images work better than words to convey what you’d
like.
Over the years I’ve produced hundreds of mood
boards as part of my cover art services.
You can cherry-pick or mix and match various
elements from other covers, be it aesthetics, content,
and/or typography style to create something new,
unique and representative of your story.
If your artist is creating cover art using photographic
resources (compositing/photomanipulation), then this
may be the stage that the artist gives you suggestions
for which stock photo elements could be used for the
project.
If you can both be in agreement as to what
elements will be used for the cover before the serious
heavy-lifting takes place, then that can save a LOT of
heartache down the road—for BOTH parties!!
3. Rough Mockups
Once the consultation is complete, the artist goes forth
and beavers away at your shiny new cover art.
Some artists may pull together a ‘rough’ or ‘first
draft’ version for you to check that they’re on the right
track. This could be as simple as a crude placement of
elements or thumbnail sketches. The work at this stage
will be unpolished and not indicative of the final art.
4. First Draft
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At this stage, the artist may present to you the ‘First
Draft’—an ALMOST finished cover, but not quite there
yet. The artist will ask you for feedback and any
possible tweaks or amendments that you’d like made
to the cover art.
There may be typographical placement, also, to
show how the illustration sits with the title/author name,
etc.
5. Revisions
After feedback from the first draft, the artist goes
through a series of revisions, as per your instructions.
This is a delicate phase of the project, where
creative tensions/disagreements may flare up. Part of
the friction may be the artist’s frustration that they’re
unable to understand EXACTLY what you want, or you
are requesting work that is beyond the remit of the
artist’s skillset.
Unfortunately, sometimes clients demand a
Marvel/Disney-level of production value for a grand
project budget of $75 bucks. Please don’t be that guy.
Fortunately, most issues can be resolved
amicably!! Through a process of tweaking and
improving, your artist can incrementally amend the
cover so it matches what you had in mind.
NOTE: Some cover artists may have a ‘Revision
Fee’ system in place to ensure the revision process
isn’t abused by indecisive clients. There may be ‘X’
amount of free revisions with all amendments
thereafter charged at a specified rate.
6. Final Draft
This is the beautiful stage where artist and client are in
agreement that the cover art is finished.
The artist may put together the ‘full wrap’ (book
cover template for printed copies), Audible cover, or
marketing materials at this stage also.
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You’re happy; they’re happy. Everyone’s happy!! (I
hope…)
7. Payment/Completion
With the project complete, you pay the artist using their
preferred payment method.
With payment received, the artist releases all the
files (e.g. Kindle cover, Audible cover, full wrap layout),
and you can move forward with the TRULY DIFFICULT
part of your release. The marketing!!
Let the artist know whether it’s ok to share the work
on their social platforms/websites or whether you’d like
them to hold off for a while to keep the artwork fresh
for a specifically timed release. As professionals, they’ll
understand!!
CLOSING NOTES
The aim of this guide is to save you and your artist a
lot of creative heartache and give your release the best
possible head-start on making sales.
The greatest cover artists KNOW that this is the
book-selling business and not the personal-ego
business. They will have your best interests at heart.
It’s a tough market out there, but fortune favours the
brave.
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Dean Samed is a UK based Digital Artist who fulfilled
his childhood dream of working with the biggest names
in Horror.
Founder of the NeoStock (stock photography)
platform, author of the how-to guide Earn With Your
Art, and creator of the Core Skills Photoshop training
system.
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The Thrallcatcher’s
Apprentice
DEBORAH A. WOLF

“We should turn back,” Yasha said, frowning up at the
west-fleeing sun. “It is getting late, and it’s no good
being in Toska Forest after dark.”
“You afraid of the dark, Yashaka?” Journeyman
Brosk asked with a thin smile. The old red mare he was
riding tossed her head uneasily, and he gave the reins
an impatient jerk.
“No,” Yasha answered. He was older than Jenn,
nearly as old as Brosk, and not as easily cowed as the
younger boys. “But I don’t want to die before my
indenture is paid and end up like our skeolki, here.” He
waved a black-gloved hand, indicating the forest and
their quarry hidden somewhere within. “I say we head
back to that Bearskin village back there, spend the
night, get an early start in the morning. They would
have to give us food and shelter.” He touched the
copper thrallcatcher’s medallion that hung from a
leather thong at his neck.
“Aleuna,” Jenn blurted, and then bit his lip, wishing
he hadn’t spoken. “Not Bearskin.”
“Eh?”
“The villagers. They’re Aleuna,” he explained. As if
these Kochevian boys gave two shits about the people
who had been here first and whose ancestor spirits still
clung to these trees like fog.
“They’re Aleuna,” mocked Brosk in a sing-song
falsetto. “You’re all Bearskins to me, just like your
whore mother.” He dropped his false smile. “Tell me,
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boy, was that old woman who stopped and spoke to
you in the village a whore too? Did she want to be your
first? Or maybe,” he dragged the word out, “maybe she
wanted to recruit you into the rebels’ army? A strapping
Bearskin lad like you would be a war chief in no time.”
He laughed and gestured at Yasha, inviting him to join
the fun, but the other boy frowned at the woods and
ignored him.
“It’s getting late,” Yasha repeated.
Jenn shared his unease. He had grown up near
forests like this one, far to the north. But his people
followed the reindeer herds across the open tundra
and avoided the elder wildwoods. As he stared at the
trees he felt that they stared back, strange and hostile.
“All the more reason for getting this horseshit done
with,” Brosk said. “That little bitch of a thrall went into
this forest and hasn’t come out yet, hey? Master
Rohnen paid solid coin for that information, and it’s our
hides if we come back without it.” He held up his left
hand, letting the sun flash bright on the thrallcatcher’s
cuff, twin to the one on Jenn’s own wrist. The metal
pulsed red: they were close. “I am going to go in there
and catch our little runaway, by myself if I have to. I’m
done being a debtor.” He touched the collar at his neck
and dismounted. “You shits stay here if you want, or go
back to that Bearskin village and find yourself a nice
poxy whore. But don’t expect me to share the pay if
you don’t share the work.”
Jenn glanced at Yasha, who was still frowning at
the woods, and then swung a leg over his own tall nag
and slid to the ground with a thump.
The thrallcatcher’s band on his wrist was warm in
reaction to the skeolki’s nearness, and the debtor’s
collar about his throat was heavy and cold. Brosk had
been on a handful of successful hunts and had nearly
paid off his own soul debt, and Yasha’s family was
wealthy enough to have paid for his apprenticeship in
full. Neither of them was likely to die in debt. But Jenn
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was a Tachak boy, taken and trained by the empire as
a child and then purchased by Master Rohnen two
years past. If he proved to the master that he could be
brave, he might be able to pay off the fees for his
training and upkeep and die a free soul. If not—
If not, he thought, I will end up enslaved forever like
this poor skeolki. He took his heavy thrallcatcher’s kit
from the saddle bag and slung it over his shoulder with
a grunt. It was a shit way to make a living, but what
choice did he have? What choices had he ever had,
besides shit ones?
“Remember who you are,” the Aleuna elder had
whispered to him, “remember your ancestors.” As if he
could forget who he was, with his brown skin and black
eyes making him a target, and the masters’ collar cold
and tight digging into his flesh.
Yasha dismounted as well. “You’re going to get us
all killed,” he told Brosk, but shouldered his own kit.
They tied their horses at the edge of the forest.
Brosk freed a minor thrall from its glass bottle and told
it to guard their mounts. The thrall drifted obediently
closer to the horses, taking on a dull red glow. Jenn
watched at the spirit for a moment, wondering whether
it resented its captivity. He had been taught that thralls
were incapable of feeling emotion or pain of any sort,
but they attempted escape often enough that he
suspected this was not true.
Seeing that the other boys were already heading
into the forest, Jenn set aside such thoughts. He didn’t
have time to waste feeling sorry for the indentured
dead. If he didn’t start paying off his own debt he was
doomed to become a thrall himself, one more enslaved
soul to be bought and sold for coin.
Hurried as he was, Jenn paused for a long moment
at the edge of the trees. Toska Forest had been
described to him as a frightening place, dank and
dangerous. But as he stood in the shadows it seemed
to Jenn, who had known little besides stone walls and
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harsh masters since he was a child of four or five, that
he had come to a soft and beautiful place. A holy place
even, for surely such woods must be guarded by a
powerful spirit. A desire grew in him to kick off his hard
leather boots and walk barefoot upon the soft earth, to
touch the trees and push deep into the forest seeking
its soul, and his own. To come here as a tribesman and
beg leave to sit at the foot of a wood-god’s throne,
there to receive wisdom and absolution. If he were
free…
But he was not free. Every Tachak beneath the iron
fist of the Kochevian empire was born into debt, and to
this had been added the cost of Jenn’s schooling and
upkeep. If he hunted and caught this poor skeolki—and
the next, and the next—restoring the empire’s thralls to
their lawful masters, then maybe before he died he
might be able to pay off his soul debts and escape a
thrall’s fate.
He heaved a deep sigh, wishing that the world was
not the way it was, and entered the forest as a
thrallcatcher’s apprentice instead.
“Good of you to join us,” Journeyman Brosk said
when Jenn caught up with them. “I had begun to
wonder whether we would have to catch two runaways
today instead of just one. Certainly, it would be a
triumph for me to return to our master with two
captured thralls.” He laughed at his own joke, though it
was half a threat.
Brosk was a fine example of Kochevian youth,
everything to which a young man was supposed to
aspire. Broad-shouldered and lean, pale-eyed and faircomplected, there was little doubt that he would have
his soul debt paid well before attaining a master’s
badge. Would have had it paid off before this hunt, in
fact, had it not been for the poorly timed pregnancy of
the weaver’s daughter.
Journeyman Brosk had proven himself to be as fair
a hand at catching thralls as he was at seducing
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weaver’s girls. Certainly, he looked the part of a
seasoned hunter. His leathers, though not so fine as
those Yasha wore, had that sheen peculiar to work
gear which has seen hard use and tender care. He
held a bright new tin of consecrated grave earth in his
right hand, and his left cradled a ferret close to his
chest. The bandit-masked little animal, trained to seek
out human souls, had been a gift from Brosk’s father.
Such a creature as this was a valuable tool in any
thrallcatcher’s arsenal.
Jenn glanced sideways at Brosk, at Yasha in black
leathers lustrous and soft as a new saddle, and tried
not to feel shabby. Of the three of them, there was little
doubt as to which was most likely to end up on the
wrong side of a thrallcatcher’s hunt. His apprentice’s
leathers could be more honestly called apprentice’s
patches, so little of the original material was left. He
had neither a trained tracking pet nor a silver douserod such as Yasha carried. His own kit was little more
than a candle, bundles of sage and tobacco, an old
cracked jar with traces of foul corpse-wax still coating
the inside, the silver shackles in a bag at his pouch,
and a length of warded and poisoned chain scribed
with runes of death and binding. Nothing that might
rouse suspicion or envy in the hearts of his peers. As
Master Rohnen was fond of saying, he only truly
needed one apprentice, and boys like them were a
dozen for a copper.
Still, Jenn reminded himself, he had excelled in his
training, while many of his better-dressed and -fed
fellow apprentices had been sent home or sold to other
masters. A thrallcatcher’s success relied less on
shining gear and handsome clothes than on courage
and quick wits.
“We will split up,” Brosk was saying. “I will follow the
river, because Master Rohnen told me that our skeolki
was murdered near a body of water. Yasha, you should
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maybe stay here along the path, where travelers are
more likely…”
“When did you speak to the master?” Yasha
scowled. “And I suppose you want us to split up so that
you can make the catch yourself and not have to share
the credit.”
“None of your business, and right you are,” the
journeyman replied with another of his hard smiles.
“But just think of it this way, if either of you two
stoneheads manages to catch the thrall, you could buy
your journeyman’s badge… if nobody takes it from you
before we get back to the master, that is. And you,” he
gestured at Jenn with the tin of dirt, “well, it’s not like
you can earn out your debt with one hunt, but maybe
you could earn a man’s name, heh?”
Jenn’s face burned. It was true that he hated the
Kochevian slave-name he’d been saddled with, but it
was low rude of the other boy to mention it.
Still, he was used to the bitter taste of humiliation.
“Where should I go?” he asked in a tight voice.
“I don’t give a dog’s ass where you go, Bearskin.
Stick with Yasha if you like… no?” Yasha was shaking
his head. “No, then. Yashaka doesn’t want you either.
Stay here if you want, runt, get lost in the woods, I don’t
care. Just stay out of my way.” His eyes were hard with
promised violence. “I have to pay that stupid bitch’s
midwife price before I can pay the rest of Master
Rohnen’s fee, and sole credit for this hunt would give
me just enough to be free of this bullshit. Yasha doesn’t
need the credit”—Yasha shrugged; it was true—“and
you don’t stand a fart’s chance in a windstorm of ever
paying off your debt, so neither of you had better
interfere with my hunt today. Just stay out of my way
and I won’t have to carry your sorry souls back to the
master.” With that he strode off toward the river, which
really was the likeliest place for their skeolki to be
haunting.
“Ass,” Jenn muttered.
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“True enough,” Yasha agreed, “but that one could
have your ass for dinner, and nobody would lift a finger
to avenge you. Tachak boys like you can be had a
dozen for a copper.” He held up a hand at Jenn’s look.
“Glare at me all you want; we both know it’s true. Best
you just stay out of his way.”
“And yours? It’s not safe to hunt alone.”
Yasha snorted a laugh. “Safe? My parents didn’t
get where they are in life by playing it safe. I’ll catch the
skeolki today if I can, and earn my journeyman’s
badge. Brosk can’t do shit to me, my mom’s on the
town council and my dad’s a three-stripe sergeant in
the imperial army. But you, who do you have? Your
blessed ancestors?” He shook his head. “If I were you,
I’d stay with the horses and try again some other day.
I’ll tell Master Rohnen you did good, he won’t turn you
out.” And with that Yasha turned and was gone as well,
striding down the path as if he owned it.
Jenn’s shoulders slumped, and the air about him
seemed even gloomier than it had when they’d arrived.
He should have guessed the hunt would go like this,
should have known better than to hold out hope of
making a life for himself. He could, of course, do as
Yasha suggested, hang out with the horses and maybe
catch a bit of illicit sleep. Sleep was a rare treat for an
apprentice, and the guaranteed safe return from a
hunt, a rare opportunity.
He sighed. Yasha had been right; his parents, who
had begun life solidly in the peasant class, had not
gotten where they were in life by playing staying behind
with the horses. And neither would he. He would have
to be brave, and smart—smart enough to outwit both
the thralls and his fellow hunters.
Jenn allowed himself a slow smile. Knowing the
true natures of his companions, anticipating that they
would seek to cut him out of any share in their
earnings, he had come prepared with a second, secret
plan, what Master Rohnen referred to as a just-in-case.
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Brosk had chosen to hunt along the river, and Jenn
knew that if what he said about the thrall was true—
that it had been murdered near the water—that should
be the likeliest place for a haunting. Yasha’s choice of
the footpath was a close second, for what angry spirit
might miss an opportunity to harass travelers?
Then again, Jenn thought, peering into the darkest
heart of the forest, if it were me, if I escaped thralldom
and fled to my homeland, where would I go? Certainly,
it seemed to him that the river would remind a drowned
spirit of its death, and that the constant presence of
humans on the road would be just as unwelcome. But
Toska itself, impenetrable and inscrutable—that, he
imagined, would feel like home to the spirit of a lost
Aleuna. Even now Jenn wished to be rid of the heavy
leather boots that kept his feet from touching the
ground, to shed the thrallcatcher’s kit and apprentice’s
leathers and find relief among the gnarled elders of the
forest.
He paused to stuff the tin of consecrated earth deep
into his hunter’s kit, and the candle in its foul-smelling
jar, and—though it would have earned him a beating
had any Kochevian been around to see—murmur a
Tachak prayer of safe passing and apology to the
forest guardians. The silver-plated thrall’s shackles in
the pouch at his waist chimed a warning as he drew a
mutinous breath, kicked off his boots, and padded
deeper into the woods.
The earth beneath his feet was rich and wild; it
punished him for staying locked away for so many
years. Roots and sticks poked and cut at his ankles,
sharp rocks jabbed the soles of his feet, and he was
reminded with every step how very far he had come
from home. Not that this place, these trees and
thornbushes, were home. Home was the open tundra,
soft and rich with tiny hidden life. Crowberries and
bright salmon, and dragons calling in their far, bright
voices. Home was hearth and hide boots, brown-
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cheeked babies and pretty girls with long dark hair.
Home was a place that existed now as a memory of
smoke in his lonely heart.
But this forest was home to people much like his
own. The Tachak and the Aleuna shared common
ancestors, and their souls sang the same songs. Their
gods were his gods, spirits born of rock and plant, blue
sky and clear water. The yearning for these things
were what pulled at Jenn’s feet now, and he let them
find what paths they might. He would find his way free
of these woods again, once he had caught his prey, or
he would not. In the end, it would not much matter.
Darkness, despair, and servitude were his likely fate.
He might as well run barefoot in the forest while he
could.
His feet carried him true. The natural shadows that
danced beneath root and leaf grew darker and more
forbidding. A vague feeling that he was being watched
grew until it was all Jenn could do to keep from peering
over his shoulder as he went, and his walk slowed to a
tense and careful creep.
Still, Jenn reminded himself again, he would not get
where he wanted to be in life by staying safe. He had
sworn that he would not leave his descendants
burdened with soul debt, as he had been born, that he
would break the bond whatever it took. And whatever,
in this case, meant returning an enslaved soul to its
Kochevian master.
He wondered who it was that he hunted. The
delicate silver shackles in his pouch whispered that in
life the skeolki had been female, and very young. A
child, perhaps. He felt certain that the Aleuna elder had
known the girl’s living name, but her death had
occurred just a few short months ago. The elders
taught that a person was not properly dead until a year
and a moon had passed. It was dangerous to speak
the name of the newly dead, lest that person’s soul
should hear and choose to linger, perhaps luring its
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loved ones to their own deaths out of loneliness. The
angry spirit of a murdered person might cling to the
land and become a monster, as this skeolki had done.
Until this skeolki was caught, appeased, and sent on
to the Afterlands, the people would not speak her
name.
Worse yet, an enthralled soul could never move on.
In theory, a period of indentured servitude might
redeem its soul debt, whereupon the thrall would be
released into oblivion and seek what gods it had known
in life. In practice this almost never happened. A thrall
was far too precious a commodity to toss aside once it
had been enslaved.
A whistling noise overhead pierced Jenn’s reverie.
He leapt to one side as a branch came crashing down,
crushing the earth and young trees where he had been
walking. The sharp smell of sap and the bright yellow
wood against pale bark told Jenn that this was no dead
bit of wood fallen naturally to the forest floor. It had
been torn from the tree and thrown at him.
Jen sketched a sigil in the air—the compound
formula Coy, Hay and On that comprised those
elements most commonly found in wood—a lesser sigil
of binding, and his own apprentice’s mark. These signs
glowed pale before his face, crackling where he placed
them and smelling of burnt amber, and the forest went
silent.
It was not the hush of living things staying as still as
they might in the presence of a human, or the sleepy
hush before nightfall. This was an angry hush of living
things bent to his will, the shocked pause before a
scream.
Now I know how they felt, he realized, those men
who took me from my home, the ones who cut my
braids and beat the words from my mouth. It was
heady, this rush of power, in the way that too-strong
drink or godsbone powder is heady, a false glow with
a rotting core.
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With the woods rune-bound to stillness, Jenn
reached slowly for the pouch at his waist and removed
the silver shackles. They were so small, so delicately
made, yet on a child’s wrists they must have seemed
monstrously heavy.
“It is a trap.” The voice behind him was reed-high
and light as the wind in green branches. Jenn turned
slowly, so as not to startle his the skeolki into flight.
There he saw at the base of the wise old birch tree a
slender form, a small form, glowing blue-white as the
heart of a fire. Jenn reminded himself that all enthralled
souls seem small to the human eye, but he could not
shake the certainty that this had once been a girl, a
very young girl, taken from her people even as he had
been taken. Kept even as he would be kept, in a pretty
glass jar on the master’s shelf, or set to guarding an
apprentice’s horse on a fine spring day. Just as he
would be kept if he could not prove to Master Rohnen
that he could be brave, and smart—
And wicked.
“A trap,” it repeated. “That is poison.”
“Poison won’t hurt you,” he said. “You’re already
dead.”
The soul wavered. “I am dead,” it sighed. “I was
drowned. Now I am lost.”
Jenn did not answer. The thing’s woe was an act,
he knew. Just as the spirit’s apparent frailty was an
illusion, so was its heartbreak, its humanity. All of that
had been stripped away when it was enthralled so that
it might be forged into a tool and a weapon for its
Kochevian masters.
He knew this. He had done this thing to souls
himself, beneath the masters’ tutelage, and had proven
himself a very apt pupil. Gifted, they had called him.
Cursed, he thought more likely. For what soul, having
stolen freedom from another, can ever truly be free?
And what boy, having witnessed such slavery,
would hesitate to sell another in his place?
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“We are both lost,” he told her. He set his hunter’s
kit down on the forest floor and loosened the thong that
held it closed. There was a pair of oxhide gloves with
the hair still on, heavily enchanted and ugly. He pulled
these on, grimacing at the foul smell of death magic.
The corpse-wax candle he lit and placed on a high
stump. Then he drew a heavy barbed chain from the
bag, careful not to let any part of it touch his exposed
skin. To the naked eye it would appear unadorned,
plain, pocked with rust. But the rust was poison, just as
the spirit had said, made of salted demon’s blood and
worse. To a Tachak eye the slight crazing on the
surface of the metal was itself a kind of writing, older
than Kochevian overlords might imagine. It was a plea
to the Raven King, a prayer of vengeance. He wove
the chain in and out among the angry trees, humming
a smaller godsong as he did this, and covering it all
over with leaves and the detritus of the forest.
So bent was Jenn on his task that he did not notice
when the last bird stopped singing, or that the rich
smell of loam had soured to rot. Thrallcatchers were
but a small step above necromancers, after all; the
scents and sounds, even the tastes of decay, had long
since ceased to dismay him.
“There,” he told the enthralled spirit, “all set.”
The little soul flickered, as if it were confused. “That
is a wicked thing,” she said.
“That it is,” Jenn agreed. He stepped carefully to the
exact center of the poisoned circle he’d just laid.
Stripping off the hideous gloves, he dropped them at
his feet and reached for the crude wooden flute tied at
his neck. One long whistle followed by three short
blasts would tell Brosk and Yasha that he, Jenn, had
captured the skeolki. This would bring them running, of
course, and he had no doubt that either of them, finding
Jenn alone with a trapped soul, would hurry to
overpower him and claim the prize for their own.
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The thrall stared at the silver shackles in his hand,
and then at the two other sets, larger and heavier, that
he drew from the pouch at his waist. Those had cost a
good bit of his remaining soul, but he had paid the price
with confidence. After today, he would be able to buy it
back, and more.
After today, he would be well on his way to getting
where he wanted to be in life.
“Are you going to take me back to the masters,
thrallcatcher?” the spirit whispered. Anger crackled
about the edges of Jenn’s warding rune, but he had set
it true, and it held.
“No,” he answered. “You I will set free, that you may
return to our ancestors and tell them what I have done
here.” He held up the larger shackles and bared his
teeth in a humorless grin. “I will return to Master
Rohnen tomorrow with two captive souls, and he will
be happy enough with the profit that he won’t ask too
many questions. Apprentices go missing all the time,
anyway. Kochevian boys like that can be had a dozen
for a copper.”
“It is a trap,” the little soul repeated, this time with
deep satisfaction.
“It is,” Jenn agreed. “But not for you.”
Then the thrallcatcher’s apprentice lifted his whistle
to his lips and blew.
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Review: The Book of
Dragons ed. Jonathan
Strahan
MALRUBIUS

I came across The Book of Dragons anthology, edited
by prolific, award-winning editor Jonathan Strahan,
while I was looking for a good upcoming book to
review. Of course, I always look for something grim
and, well, dark because that is what I and our readers
enjoy. I was wary, of course; I didn’t want to
accidentally stumble into any high fantasy noblebright
nonsense. (Kidding! Nothing wrong with that stuff, just
not my cup of ale.) But I felt myself yearning
nostalgically for a battle or two with a dragon. To be
honest, I miss Wiglaf, and I wanted to see if I could find
him here. I did not. However, I did find many extremely
well-written, if somewhat unconventional, dragon
stories and poems, and best of all, a new story by
Grimdark Magazine favourite author (and extreme
recluse these days) Scott Lynch, which is almost itself
worth the cover price (of the Kindle version at least).
The Book of Dragons comprises 29 stories and
poems that essentially take dragons out of their
comfort caverns and place them into mostly modern
settings. The list of authors is quite impressive. In
addition to Lynch, The Book of Dragons contains
stories or poems by Garth Nix, R.F. Kuang, Ann Leckie
& Rachel Swirsky, Daniel Abraham, Peter S. Beagle,
Beth Cato, C. S. E Cooney, Aliette de Bodard, Kate
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Elliott, Theodora Goss, Ellen Klages, Ken Liu, Patricia
A McKillip, K. J. Parker, Kelly Robson, Michael
Swanwick, Jo Walton, Elle Katharine White, Jane
Yolen, Kelly Barnhill, Brooke Bolander, Sarah Gailey,
and J. Y. Yang, and one of my new favourites, Zen
Cho, whose new brilliant new novella, The Order of the
Pure Moon Reflected in Water, I reviewed here last
issue.
I never read reviews that just run down the plot
blurbs of each story, so I won’t do that here.
Nevertheless, in this diverse and extensive anthology
you will find stories about a girl who sells her dragon
for tuition money, dragon domestic squabbling, a
society that uses dragon energy, a beautiful poem by
everything-award-winner Jo Walton about the Norse
dragon Nidhog, a dragon spirit summoned by a
mobster, the son of a knight who captures a dragon for
his father to battle, a girl who loves Le Guin’s Earthsea
novels visits San Francisco’s Chinatown for the first
time, a girl who sacrifices her younger sister to mollify
dragons, an exile sentenced to prepare a new planet
with a dragon, a guy who falls in love with a dragon at
the University of California Berkeley, a school bus
chased by a dragon, a society that sacrifices destitute
widows to demon-eating dragons, a dragon procured
for a puppet show, a dragon woman who hoards foster
children, a girl and a demon boy who want to become
dragons, a woman who gives up being a lawyer to live
with dragons, and more and more. By now, you can tell
that this is not an anthology of conventional dragon
tales, which I found both good, since many, many
clichés are avoided, and not-so-good, I was hoping for
more real, old-school dragons. There are, however,
some very good and fairly grimdark stories here, which
for me, made a well-written, surprising anthology all the
better, so that’s what I’ll focus on.
One of my favourites stories in the anthology is
“Where the River Turns to Concrete” by Brooke
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Bolander. It’s a contemporary tale about a river dragon
summoned to work for a mobster. Aside from the
violence and the grim urban setting, this one falls
squarely into the grimdark realm thanks to the moral
ambiguity of its main character, Joe. Joe is a hired
goon for mobster Raymond Sturges’s gang. He’s not
sure how he became a mob thug, but the pay is good,
he can’t remember ever doing anything else, and he’s
suited for role both physically—he’s huge—and
psychologically (or perhaps spiritually)—he feels no
compunction about hurting and killing people. He was
found by Sturges huddled and completely naked in the
corner of a parking garage. He is grateful Sturges gave
him something to do to support himself. However,
when a meets a young woman and her young son at
the apartment complex where he stays, he finds
himself feeling other human emotions that he doesn’t
know what to do with. In the end, of course, his two
natures must clash violently and terminally. “Where the
River Turns to Concrete” is not only grimdark (IMHO),
but it contains the emotional intensity of the best
shorties. Yes, it has plenty of action, but the emotional
engagement is what makes this story special. You’ll
have to read it to find out where the dragon fits in.
Another emotionally compelling story, which is both
grim and dark, is “The Long Walk” by prolific fantasy
novelist Kate Elliot. In this beautifully told story, a new
widow, Asvi, is spared her social duty of taking the long
walk to sacrifice herself to demon-eating dragons
because her deceased husband has left her enough to
subsist on. Less-well-off women must walk to the
mountains to sacrifice themselves to the dragons, not
only so the dragons will keep the demons away but
also to avoid becoming a burden on society. However,
when her family moves her from the big upstairs
bedroom with a distant view of the dragon mountains
into a lower level room with a view of the garden wall,
she begins to question how much she really wants to
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live in her new role. Aside from being a grim tale of
aging and women’s role in society, this story gives a
penetrating psychological insight into the roles of
family members, their relationships, and also a look at
class stratification in society. Even more compelling,
perhaps, is that it is exquisitely and vividly told, tense
with emotion, and full of surprises. It is probably my
favourite of the many excellent stories in this
anthology.
I would be remiss here, I think, if I did not discuss
Scott Lynch’s excellent story, “Maybe Just Go Up
There and Talk to It,” since he is a favourite of our staff
and our readers. Don’t worry, I won’t spoil it. The story
begins after the nuclear explosions of World War II.
(Yes, it is way out of the Gentleman Bastard’s world.)
Soon after the war, strange grey clouds appear all over
the world, and people soon discover that the clouds are
leaving dragons on earth wherever they appear. At first
a few hunters arm themselves against the dragons—
an elephant gun proves to be a powerful weapon
against them—but even when they’ve killed a few
dragons, many more take their place. A down-and-out
American veteran of the Pacific War, Emery Blackburn,
is given the job of rural deputy sheriff as the police try
to bulk up, but as the years progress, society finds they
cannot control the dragon invasion, and the
government writes off rural communities, including
Blackburn’s own, as lost,. “Maybe Just Go Up There
and Talk to It” shows that Lynch’s writing is as dense,
vivid, and beautiful as ever. The story is full of human
compassion, which perhaps its most compelling draw,
but Lynch’s writing brings his dragons to life as
frightening, deadly beasts. The dragons in the story are
the most vividly and beautifully detailed in the
anthology, and at the same time are probably the most
vicious. For me, though, Lynch’s writing is the grabber.
His prose is dense and fast-moving, animated and
eloquent, and full of wry humour and surprises. Yes, it
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made me pine for another Gentleman Bastard book.
Please, Scott, you can do it!
All the stories and poems in The Book of Dragons
are high quality, well written, and engaging. Although I
enjoyed some more than others, I think most readers
who enjoy reading about dragons and who enjoy
diverse contemporary fantasy short stories will want to
add this to their collections. Yes, I would rather be
reviewing the next Gentleman Bastard novel, and
though The Book of Dragons might not be ideal for
readers who strictly read grimdark, it should definitely
satisfy general fantasy readers and should serve as an
excellent model for good short-story writing.
It was not what I expected, not what I’d hoped for,
and not at all bad. I pretty much gobbled it up like
Smaug at a harvest festival.
The Book of Dragons is scheduled for release on 7
July, 2020 by Harper Voyager.
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An Interview with Rob J.
Hayes
TOM SMITH

Hey demented ones! This issue I come to you from the
Dripping Bucket. It’s dark, the tables smell and the ale
is horrible—but I am here with the Hat himself: Rob
Hayes!
If you don’t know Rob’s work, he just finished his
The War Eternal trilogy which is GDAF and is a past
winner of Mark Lawrence’s Self-Published Fantasy
Blog Off (SPFBO) and almost made it twice this last
year with his ode to old Asian martial arts movies—
Never Die.
Now, I know many of you are thinking right now,
“finally! We’ll get to the bottom of this cabal thing!”
Sorry, but we won’t be exploring wild rumors like a
secret cadre of authors running the grimdark world
behind the scenes. That would be outlandish, and uh,
fantastic. #NoCabal
I’ve cyber-known Rob for a few years and enjoyed
his work, but never interviewed him. Before now that
is…
[TS] Rob, thanks for taking the time for a chin wag.
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[RH] No worries at all, thank you for inviting me over.
Is it over? On? I’m never sure which phrase to use for
virtual chatting.
[TS] I’m going to start this off a bit differently. One of
the things that we have talked about several times
online is our mutual love for whiskey. What got you
started with whiskey and which one are you really
enjoying lately?
[RH] I do love a good whiskey. Or a good rum to be
honest. I like to have a variety in the house so I have a
choice when it comes to tipple time. Weirdly it’s just
been of a progression for me from spirit to spirit. Used
to be a vodka drinker, then switched to rum and drank
them with mixers. Then I started sipping rum neat just
because I really enjoyed the flavour. A mate of mine
was big into his bourbons so I gave a few a try and
converted happily. Then last year I started getting into
the Irish whiskeys. At some point, I reckon I’ll head on
over to Scotch, but I’m not quite there yet.
As for favourites at the moment. Woodford Reserve
is always a big favourite of mine, and I love getting a
bottle in, though it never lasts as long as it should.
Other than that, I recently got myself a bottle of Writers
Tears Double Oak and I’m loving the taste of it.
[TS] Rob, you have built a pretty successful library of
work and a loyal following and have stayed indie. Can
you tell us what your thought process was for staying
indie when you could switch to traditional? What are
the pros and cons in your opinion?
[RH] I could switch to trad? On a serious note, I am
hoping to have a series published traditionally, but I will
not be making a full switch. I like the hybrid approach
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so that’s my goal, a nice mix of trad and indie. As to the
pros and cons to either, I believe they are many and
varied. For myself, I like the freedom to explore that
being indie gives. Traditional publishing, by its very
existence is a place of gatekeeping. For a book to be
picked up and published, an editor has to fall in love
with it. And just because an editor doesn’t fall in love,
doesn’t make it a bad book, it might just mean it’s not
for them, or not for another editor as well. It might not
be for any of the editors, but that doesn’t necessarily
mean it’s a bad book or that it will not have an
audience.
So I guess what I’m saying is I’m an author who
likes to write what I want to write. What I feel strongly
about and what is galloping through my brain like wild
bison stampeding a young lion. Another way of putting
it is that I’m a mess who doesn’t know how to write to
the market.
From a business standpoint, the two sides of
publishing look like entirely different beasts. Sure, you
have to start with both by writing a book, but after that
they divulge in every aspect. As an indie, the risk is
entirely on you as the author. You pay for the cover, the
editing, the marketing. In a very real way, whether it
succeeds or fails is down to you. You also tend to get
a larger slice of the pie. I do like having large slices of
pie, but I would also like to have certain aspects taken
out of my hands. I’ll refer back to me being a mess at
this point.
[TS] I don’t think anyone would argue that most of your
books aren’t firmly in the grimdark camp. Yet, you are
the nicest, most laid-back guy. Where do you draw your
dark side from? Is it Korra the beagle of death?
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[RH] I would argue my books aren’t in the grimdark
camp. Maybe my debut trilogy (The Ties that Bind) is,
but most of what I write? Never Die certainly isn’t, at its
core it’s a book about heroes having another shot at
redemption. It’s a bit bloody in places, but the
characters aren’t morally grey, and they actively
pursue heroic goals. With my latest trilogy (The War
Eternal), you could argue that book 1 is grimdark, but
when you set a book in a brutal underground prison,
it’s a little hard not to be. I’d argue books 2 and 3 are
more epic fantasy.
But that’s not what you asked. The beagle of doom
certainly helps. She has a big purple towel and when
you wrap her up in it so it looks like a hood, she looked
like a Sith lord. We call her Darth Doggyous.
I don’t think I really have a dark side any more than
most people do. Any grimdarkiness in my books comes
mostly from looking at the world around us, what’s
been and what’s happening right now. There’s plenty
of darkness to draw upon right there. As for the morally
grey aspect of characters, I just try to make my
characters feel as real as possible and a morally grey
aspect feels natural. Everybody has dark thoughts
from time to time, skeletons in closets, a whole gamut
of emotions from the happy, sparkly to the brooding,
anger.
So I guess I draw my dark side from the dark side
of humanity. It’s like an anti-spirit bomb.
People of earth, lend me your dark energy!
Too much. TOO MUCH! Take some of that shit
back.
[TS] In book 1 of your War Eternal series, we meet
Eska, a young mage who skipped her childhood in
service of her government. While dealing with other
more pressing issues in her immediate environment,
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we also realize that as badass as she is, she is still so
young and clueless in some ways as far as
interpersonal relationships.
She learns some hard lessons.
What was your inspiration for her and what were the
challenges for you writing a complex female character
as a male author?
[RH] Oh she certainly learns some hard lessons. I
sometimes think I should have tortured Eska a little
less in those books. She gets put through the wringer.
A lot of the inspiration for Eska really comes from a
place of anxiety and depression. I hope it’s clear to
most who read it that she suffers from some fairly
heavy mental illness issues. Eska is a character who
second guesses herself, who looks back on her
decisions and calls herself an idiot for making them,
who dredges up the stupid mistakes she has made and
doesn’t sugar coat them but instead shines a damning
light upon them. At the same times, she is a character
who does not apologise for who she is, nor what she
has done, but owns up to everything. I wanted to give
my readers a character they could follow through her
journey and see all the good and ill, the mistakes and
triumphs, and really see how each makes her grow as
a person from a callous foolish youth into the woman
known as the Corpse Queen (that’s not a spoiler, she
tells you that’s who she is in chapter 1).
As for specific challenges for writing a complex
female character, I can’t really name any. Eska really
just flew onto the page for me. That being said, it’s
worth pointing out that 3 of my 4 alpha readers are
women, so if I get anything wrong in an unrelenting
male fashion, I get called out on it.
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[TS] I have to digress for a minute and say that ONE
of my favorite things you write isn’t even a book, but
your monthly facebook preview of next month’s indie
author new releases. I have taken my TBR to ridiculous
heights because of that list. What got you started with
that?
[RH] So about 18 months ago I realised I kept seeing
lists of books coming out next month. The lists were
always on blogs like Tor or B&N, you know small fries
compared to myself. And I’d always click to see what
was coming and whenever I was releasing a book,
some small foolish part of me would be like Wouldn’t it
be cool if your book was on there? Of course, it never
was. Those lists were for trad books. So it dawned on
me that indie authors didn’t really seem to have an
equivalent. A list of upcoming books that was all indie.
I figured I could piss and moan about it, keep dreaming
that I’d one day see my book on a list with all the big
hitters. Or I could create my own list of upcoming books
each month and use what platform I do have to help
shine a light on the little guys like myself.
It’s not quite the same, I don’t have some special
way of finding the upcoming releases. I’m mostly
reliant on people telling me that they’re releasing a
book, but it seems to be working. Plenty of people have
come back to me and said that I’ve helped them find
new books to read and new authors to follow. And now,
if anyone else like me was clicking on those links and
hoping in foolish vain to see their books up there, well
now they can.
[TS] What is the best book you have read recently, and
what was so good about it?
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[RH] So many! I’ve been reading a lot the past couple
of years thanks to audiobooks, and I’ve found some
real crackers. I’ll start by hitting up a fellow indie by
saying Paternus by Dyrk Ashton knocked my socks off.
I read it last year and was blown away by the way he
breaks the rules and makes it work. No idea how he
does it, but he has head hopping, exposition, foreign
language. You name a rule, and Dyrk has probably
broken it, but the books are still amazing.
I also have to mention The Ember Blade by Chris
Wooding, a book that doesn’t get anywhere near
enough attention. I was in a bad spot a while back,
struggling to find my interest in fantasy books… which
is especially hard when it’s your primary interest. And
The Ember Blade really ripped me out of that slump.
It’s such a perfect mixture of old school adventure like
you seen in LotR along with the more modern style like
you’d find in Abercrombie or Lawrence.
Can I pick a third? I’m gonna pick a third. I recently
listened to The Fifth Season by N.K. Jemisin and loved
it. Much like with Paternus, I loved the way the book
broke the rules. It had a second person perspective
which was weird as all hells and such a powerful
delivery. It was structured really oddly, and spent long
periods of time not going anywhere, and yet I was
riveted. Absolutely loved it. And the second and third
books kept breaking rules too!
[TS] Who are some up and coming writers and / or
books that you think we should be watching out for?
[RH] M.L. Wang of current SPFBO fame, the katanawielding author of Sword of Kaigen. So I know this isn’t
her first rodeo and she’s written previous books (SoK
is not her debut), but by her own admission her other
books are more YA focused. SoK is her first foray into
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more general adult fantasy and she nailed it so hard. If
she can continue to bring the same level of emotional
impact and brilliantly constructed prose that she did
with SoK, I think she’s gonna be picking up awards all
over the place. She’s also a really lovely person and
hilarious to boot.
Who else? So many again. Evan Winter. Have you
read Rage of Dragons? That book is intense! Blistering
action, on point commentary, an expansive world, and
characters that are so damned believable and broken.
Book 2 is coming out soon, I think, and I cannot wait to
listen to it. He’s another who’s going to be picking up
awards.
One more, I’m working in threes today. Gareth
Hanrahan, the author of Gutter Prayer and Shadow
Saint. His imagination is leagues ahead of the
competition. The bestiary of creatures, monsters, and
gods in his series is mind blowing. I love it. I can’t wait
to see what’s coming next from him. And hey, his books
break a few rules too.
[TS] What is your favorite book that you’ve read in
recent years that you would recommend to others?
[RH] Stop asking me to name single favourite books. I
can’t do it. Skullsworn by Brian Staveley left a big
impact on me. I don’t hesitate to say that Eska and her
The War Eternal trilogy wouldn’t exist without
Skullsworn to inspire me.
Continuing to roll on the threes. Age of Assassins
by R J Barker I happily recommend far and wide. That
book and the trilogy just work so damned well as
murder mysteries without a murder from the point of
view of the murderer. And R J breaks rules in the
weirdest of ways with things like formatting and shifting
tenses. Truly inspiring.
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Last one, I’ll go with Robin Hobb’s latest trilogy
starting with Fool’s Assassin. Hobb probably needs no
introduction, but to anyone who hasn’t read her books,
get on it. No one delivers emotion and devastating
character arcs quite like her. It’s a series that will stay
with me for life and you all need to feel the same pain
I do.
[TS] I have to ask you as a brit, what is it about the old
country that enables you guys to crank out so many
heavy hitters in the grimdark community?
Abercrombie, Lawrence, Smith-Spark, Stephens,
Barker, McLean, yourself, just to name a few (and
apologies for the ones I left off). Is life really that dark
across the pond?
[RH] It really is. We wake up at 5am the previous
morning and we’re down in the Pit (capital P) before
4am. A 64 hour work day and all we get to eat is rich
tea biscuits coated in marmite.
I don’t know what it is really. British mentality
maybe? We’re not told to look on the bright side of life.
We always support the underdogs, until they’re not
underdogs anymore, then screw them for getting
uppity and growing above their station. We don’t
complain, until we do and then we complain like there’s
no tomorrow.
Yeah, I got no idea. We live on an island with
pleasant temperatures, where the most dangerous
animal is the wasp, you can get from one end to the
other in a hop, skip, and a jump, and there’s a pub
every two feet.
[TS] With the insane year we’ve all been having, how
has it affected your writing? How about just your life in
general?
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[RH] It hasn’t affected me in the slightest. I’m certainly
not currently writing a new book set in a world where
humanity has been all but wiped out and is hanging on
by a thread, with a creeping enemy known only as the
Doom sweeping across the planet. Nope… no effect at
all.
My life really hasn’t changed that much. I was
already a hermit who worked from home. The biggest
change is not being able to see friends and family, and
that’s been a big blow to the mental stability.
Depression is ever a thing I fight against and it’s been
rearing its head pretty regularly. It’s been tough to cope
with, but with the support of a brilliant wife-not-wife and
a naughty little beagle-face, I’m getting through it.
[TS] Ok Rob, we’ve reached that point of the interview
where you sell us on your new stuff. What is up and
coming in the world of Rob Hayes?
[RH] Well, I don’t know if you know this, but I have just
recently finished publishing The War Eternal trilogy
which kicks off with Along the Razor’s Edge. That’s
been a pretty big deal for me. Book 1 has only been
out for about 3 months and book 3 less than a month.
So there’s that. For those who don’t know, it’s a story
about a young woman, a Sourcerer, who is on the
losing side of the great war. She has her powers
stripped from her and is thrown into the Pit, a prison
sunk deep into the earth. But she refuses to give up
and refuses to break and refuses to let go of her
dreams of vengeance.
And I should probably mention I’ve just signed the
audio rights to The War Eternal over to Podium, so the
audiobooks will be coming soon!
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I’m releasing a sequel (that is not a sequel) to Never
Die in January 2021. It’s called Never Die Another Day
With A Vengeance. Not really. It’s called Pawn’s
Gambit.
I’m writing this new military flintlock fantasy set in
the world with humanity on the edge. And I have about
6 other things in the pipeline. Life keeps me busy.
[TS] And the sound of heads breaking tables in the
back of the tavern means we’re out of time. Rob,
thanks so much for taking the time to talk.
[RH] Always happy to talk books and ramble on for
hours. Thanks for having me.
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Road to Hella
BEN GALLEY

There is an art to trudging. One cannot simply bow
one's head and scuff one’s feet. Trudging takes a dark
soul and a heavy heart. A man who truly trudges does
not fear the long road ahead, but knows every pothole
and rumple of a much longer road behind him. A road
that has brought him darkness and weight.
Lorn Bar-Koran's boots landed in a half-frozen
puddle with a loud slosh, drawing a chortle from a
nearby figure lounging against a lantern-pole. Lorn
cared not for the cold water seeping into his sock. He
had trodden too many miles to be vexed by mere
puddles and town dullards. He was fixed on the path
ahead like a dead man searching for his grave. In lieu
of jest, the man snorted, hiccupped, and went back to
furiously dragging on his pipe.
Lorn kept moving. He didn’t count the snow drifts
forming white skirts around buildings. He didn't watch
the fat flakes tumble from the orange sky above
Kessber. He didn’t care for his agonising, worn feet, or
his aching spine. He only had eyes for the low building
cresting the hill of the street: the thatch and sandstone
tavern with the glowing sign.
Step by leaden step, Lorn closed the distance. He
paused to stare at the sign, checking the name and
simple crest etched in fizzing loops of fiery cinderscript:
The Gilded Griffin.
Lorn paused, unable to ignore the nervous flutter in
his heart. To be so close to the end of such a long road
was tantalising, yet fearsome. Lorn pressed his windbitten fingertips to the wooden door, closed his eyes,
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grumbled a prayer beneath his breath, and pushed his
way into the light.
The joyful clamour of a tavern can lighten almost
any mood. The maelstrom of voices and pervasive
laughter, the abundant flow of ale, and the roaring fires;
they were as comforting to a weary traveller as a
woollen blanket.
Not this place. This was more of a balding, halfdrenched shawl, leaving a man to shiver in the cold of
a Janura winter.
It made no sense. The Gilded Griffin had all the
trappings of a thriving alehouse. Two mage-fires
burned green and purple in the corners. The walls were
a veritable bestiary of stuffed and mounted animals,
lined with the heads of stags, cockatrices, dragon
hatchlings, cyclopanthers, and even a salamander.
Judging by the pleasant waft of herbs, Lorn sensed a
stew bubbling somewhere. And yet, despite all its
allure, fewer than a dozen figures sat within.
Muddy swamp-miners huddled over a table in low
conversation. Two feathered Vinnish men from the
northern forests silently sipped icewine. An old man sat
in a lonely corner. He had the look of an ale-sodden
regular, the sort that likes to be alone in the company
of others. Lorn knew the feeling and followed suit.
He moved directly to a solitary table by the emerald
mage-fire. The bronze cladding on the brick was the
first mirror Lorn had seen in weeks. It was not the most
welcome of reflections. An old face stared back, the
years etched in cracks and furrows, crisscrossed by
scars. The grey in his beard shone green. Mud
speckled his weathered cheeks. He looked foreign to
himself. Lorn scowled.
The mage-fire was bright, but lacked the heat to
thaw his winter-bitten extremities. He thrust his boots
into the flames, but still the ice clung fast. Mage-fires
could burn for days on little fuel, but they were often
more tricks of light than flame. Lorn took his sheathed
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sword and poked at the rune-carved blocks in the
hearth. Sparks danced, and soon enough his boots
were sizzling.
An irritated cough came from behind him. Much to
the displeasure of his aching neck, Lorn turned to meet
a stocky gentleman carrying handfuls of tankards. His
hair was a slick of grey-blonde. His checks, although
sagging with age, were as smooth as a plucked
chicken. It gave him a peculiar, ageless look.
‘Barkeep, I assume?’ Lorn greeted him gruffly,
hoarse as a pipe-smoker. He hadn’t spoken in weeks.
‘Yes indeed, ’replied the man.
Lorn slid a silver ring across the table. Money
always eased suspicion. The barkeep placed a tankard
down. He may have relaxed his scowl but his words
were stern.
‘I'll thank you for not poking at my fire, stranger. ’
‘It was going out, ’replied Lorn.
‘I hardly think so. Hedgewitch came not two days
ago to kindle it.’
Lorn stretched his road-weary legs. He kept his
eyes on the barkeep as he spoke. ‘Too cold down this
shit-smeared end of the Dominion.'
The barkeep did not look insulted, merely curious.
The nearby table of swamp-miners, however, took
plenty of umbrage.
'Where you from then, stranger?' challenged a man
with the sharp ears and yellow eyes of goblin blood.
'North of here. Jula, ’answered Lorn. ‘Where the
sun shines on palms and blue waters.'
‘Nice for some. What brings you south? ’
Lorn took a moment to exhale. 'A promise, ’he
replied. ‘And the end of road. ’
The unease was palpable, so he raised his tankard
and smiled through the grizzled gap in his beard. 'A job.
I'm a hunter by trade.'
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The miners grumbled while the barkeep retreated
behind his bar. Lorn kept watch on him from the corner
of his eye.
'Don't look like no hunter. What do you hunt?' asked
the miner.
Lorn smirked. ‘I’ve hunted the bloodthirsty. The
dangerous. Used to sell heads just like those on this
wall. Claws, paws and pelts, too. Now? I hunt
wrongdoers. Criminals. ’
The miner's mouth curled in scorn. 'Bounty hunter,
then?'
Lorn slurped noisily. ‘Debt collector.’
‘Better not be hunting anybody in Kessber, ’one of
the drunker miners growled. All menace evaporated as
he added an impromptu hiccup.
'Ain't you too old to be collecting heads?' asked
another of the miners, an elfin lad that looked far too
out of place for his own good.
'That I am, and yet there is far too much wrongdoing
in the world to ever be done. Especially in festering
arseholes of the world like Kessber. ’
The miners, taking Lorn’s bait and eager to ease
the frustrations of their existence, drained their
tankards, upended them on the tables, and loomed
over the traveller. Hats were cast aside. Fists were
raised. The Vinnish birdmen scuttled from the tavern
before violence could erupt.
‘Say that again, ’threatened the goblin half-breed.
'Now see here—! ’the barkeep barked, but he froze
as quickly as the miners.
Lorn hardly moved, merely shifted his muddy cloak
to show off the silver muzzle of a musket.
Mage-guns were rare as far south as Octon. It took
skill and unholy magic to wield them, for they drew their
power from their owner. That made mage-guns
dangerous on both ends. The bigger the prey, the
bigger the gun needs to be, it is said, and mage-guns
are for the most mighty of prey. More than enough to
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scare four miners out of the tavern door so rapidly they
left behind their hats.
Lorn smiled as a cold gust of winter air circulated
the tavern, bringing with it the perfume of woodsmoke
and gutter-stink. Perhaps it was wrong to toy with the
dimwitted locals, but fun was an old memory to Lorn,
and tonight was a fine night to dig it up. At very least,
he had the barkeep’s attention.
The barkeep flushed with anger. 'I should charge
you five times as much for your next ale! ’
‘Why?’
‘For scaring my customers away.’
Lorn shrugged, ambivalent. 'Weren't that many to
begin with.'
The barkeep huffed. ‘Midge! Another?' he called to
the decrepit old coot near the other fire.
'Gerhamag,' slurred this Midge.
The barkeep rolled his eyes as he poured. 'Another
it is.'
Midge muttered something that sounded like, 'fatten
the horse' as he took the ale. The barkeep busied
himself with the arranging of chairs, shaking his head
at every vacant table. 'What is it that you want in
Kessber? ’he asked at last.
'I could ask you the same thing,' countered Lorn.
The barkeep stiffened. 'What?'
'You're not Octish. You have all the finest
ornaments and even a keg of Augun ice wine on the
bar if I'm not mistaken.' Lorn eyed the black and scarlet
keg sitting on its own pedestal. 'You've put a lot of effort
into this place. And yet it lacks… something. It has no
soul. People can feel it, I wager.’
The barkeep pointed towards the door. He looked
as tense as a harp string. 'I'll put you on the street if
you continue to insult me.'
Lorn arose from his chair and, holding up an
innocent and empty hand, he dragged a tall stool up to
the bar. He perched upon it like an old bird on an empty
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nest. He kept his sword and mage-gun on his belt but
tossed another ring onto the wood. Gold, this time. 'For
the ale, the customers, vittles if you have any, and your
story, sir.’
‘My story? ’The barkeep scowled.
‘Come now. It's a cold and quiet night. The sort of
night tales are meant for.'
Though wary, the barkeep returned behind his bar
and swiped the gold. He clicked his fingers in the air
and a small lad came hobbling out of the back room.
Like the barkeep, he kept his eyes on Lorn.
'Stew and bread for the traveller, Raum. Some of
the good cheese, too. ’
The boy scurried off. Cutlery and crockery clattered
shortly after.
'Your son?' asked Lorn.
'No… Adopted.'
'Your name, barkeep?'
'Ivell. Ivell Dessen.'
Lorn pondered for a moment, mouth drawn up by
the corner like a drape, before chuckling. ‘Ivell Dessen.
Call me Lorn Bar-Koran, ’he introduced himself, just as
the boy appeared with the food. The lad seemed to
stumble at the name, but scuttled away quickly.
The stew steamed in an earthenware bowl. Bread
and sheep’s cheese came piled on wooden plates.
Lorn shoved half a loaf into his mouth and spoke
around the crumbs. 'You first then, Ivell Dessen. What
road led you here?'
The barkeep shook his head. ‘Not much to tell.
Nothing remarkable nor notable about my existence.'
'Come now. If there is one thing we all share, from
goblins to golems, it is history,' Lorn retorted. ‘You tell
me your tale, and I will tell you mine. Truthfully, now. ’
The silence was lengthy.
‘Fine. ’Ivell rearranged his tankards as he spoke.
'Judge for yourself. I was born in Augun to a mother
richer than a peasant but poorer than a duke.
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“Comfortable”, my mother called it. I spent my
childhood like most do: I climbed trees. I swam in the
river. When I wasn't being forced into schooling or
prayer to the Twelve, I broke windows with slingstones,
or chased town dogs. All the while pretending there
wasn't a wider, gloomier world beyond the fences of
my town.’
Though this story sounded practiced, as if Ivell had
told it to a dozen drinkers already, Lorn caught the
twitch in the barkeep’s right eye at the mention of the
war. For a moment, he glimpsed some emotion behind
the barkeep’s rehearsed story.
'But as childhoods must, that ended soon enough,
right?' Lorn guessed. ‘War'll do that.'
Ivell furrowed his brows.
Lorn ripped into the cheese. Morsels scattered
across the bar like dirt from a cartwheel. 'Though my
beard may fool you – and by the looks of you. you’ve
paid a hedgewitch handsomely for a younger face – I
wager we are similar in age. The Uprising tore apart
the whole Dominion before the Kurtarch pieced it back
together. Ain't many who weren't affected. It's a
common story.’
'Common, is it? The Dominion soldiers built a wall
around our town, sir. Did that happen to yours? At first
they called it shelter from the invading Skirek, and then
we woke up a year later to find the crossbows and
mage-cannons turned inwards. I spent half a decade
working in that camp, working as a slave for the
Uprising’s war. Those who didn’t betray us, or couldn’t
buy their way out, either worked or died. Some
betrayed us and joined their cause. Others paid their
way out. The rest worked or died. Tell me you went
through the same, hunter. ’
Lorn raised his tankard and thumped it on the bar.
'Hella keep their souls,' he barked, as was tradition.
Was bad luck not to. Spirits are vengeful beasts.
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Ivell poured himself a nip of spirit and raised it to the
rafters. Even Midge managed to open his eyes and
grumble something.
‘That sort of youth will change a man. Twist him, ’
Lorn sighed. ‘What did you choose, then? ’
The barkeep busied himself with cleaning tankards
and crystal glasses that had no need of cleaning ‘We
fled. Once the Kurtarch’s armies came north, we got
on a carriage and never looked back. I did what I could
to survive. I have sailed with salt-skiffs. I have been a
jeweller. A carriage-driver. Even a ship broker. And
here we are at the end of my story. I took every ring I
had and poured it into the Gilded Griffin. This is my
well-deserved rest. ’Ivell looked across the empty
tables. The mug in his hand creaked as he clenched it.
‘Just a quiet season, is all.'
Lorn had no trouble admitting what Ivell couldn’t.
'You've got no fucking customers, is all. ’
Ivell threw him a sour look. ‘That's my story. What’s
yours? What brings your shadow to my door?'
Ale dribbled down Lorn’s beard as he slurped his
tankard empty and promptly gestured for another.
While Ivell saw to the tap, Lorn ran his fingers around
the stew bowl.
Raum poked his head around the door again. Ivell
waved him away.
'Eat, Raum. You're not needed,' he said. The waif
disappeared into the back room.
Lorn wiped his hands across the wood of the bar as
if it were a cloth. Ivell tutted and handed him a rag.
'You're a particular man, aren't you? I didn't expect
that,' Lorn said, proceeding to use the rag as if it were
a washcloth, wiping his greasy hands and beard.
Ivell crossed his arms. 'Expect it?'
‘Suppose the tavern makes sense. ’Lorn belched.
He had not been expecting to enjoy this evening. A
found himself in a carnival mood, and, though it most
definitely helped, it was not the ale, nor having eaten
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for the first time in four days. Lorn could at last bend an
ear with his story.
‘A tale you want, Ivell? Then a tale it is. ’
While Lorn rearranged himself on the stool, Ivell
rolled his eyes as if regretting not choosing silence.
The hunter took a breath. ‘I’ve walked the Road to
Hella.’
Ivell spluttered with laughter. ‘You’re quite mad,
aren’t you. That’s a myth. ’
‘No, I’m quite serious,’ Lorn replied, keeping his
face as expressionless as a marble floor. ‘Had me a
wife once. Cataea. The seeds of our love were laid in
our childhood, blossomed once we'd both grown old
enough to know what love was. We spent a youth in
each other's arms. Married and ran north, thinking of
nothing but fornicating and our glowing future. We
were blinkered like a horse, believing our own fairytale.
It was shattered in a day.
'When the Skirek crossed the border, our town was
the first hit. As a hunter, I knew the Skirek acolytes
were unstoppable unless you’re in plate armour,
astride a tall steed. So we ran. The Skirelings spotted
us and brought their pack down on our heads. I killed
three, but the acolytes took Cataea and butchered her
in sacrifice to their foul gods right there in front of me
on an altar of bone and hide. I held her eyes until the
spark behind them was cut out.'
Ivell stared at him closely, as if watching the pain in
Lorn's face. Even after all those years, all those
decades, it had never withered.
'I thought myself dead, too. I was pretty much dead
but not all the way. A militia had rallied and held the
Skirek back long enough to rescue a handful of the
townspeople that hadn't been eaten or sacrificed. We
fled south, hoping to reach the army's lines before the
Skirek did. We galloped through fields and vineyards,
crashed through streams, and somehow, we survived.
I spent the next two years carving my vengeance from
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Skirek hides. I wore the colours of the Dominion but I
fought for one flag. Cataea's. And you know what,
Ivell?'
'What?'
'It didn't help one fucking bit. I turned to mercenary
work, to see if spilling the blood of my fellow man might
bring her back, but every body I put in the ground, the
further the memory of Cataea slipped away. When
peace dawned, I had only two choices. Join my
beloved in death, or bargain with death itself.
‘And so…’ Lorn sipped his ale before continuing.
Though the mage-fires waned and shadows
encroached, it was unnaturally warm in the Griffin. ‘I
chose the Road to Hella. ’
Ivell snorted once more. ‘Nothing but a myth. ’
Lorn laughed without mirth. ‘Myths cannot kill you,
barkeep. The Road is real, and paved with pain. Most
cannot stand even a mile of it. I found its entrance
along the banks of a river I care not to name. I
journeyed for days in the dark, winding tunnels until I
reached the bowels of the earth itself. There, the very
shadows jab at you with needle claws. The little
demons came one by one at first, and then in droves,
until I was hacking my way through armies of them. I
fought a running battle until my food ran out, then my
water. Even so, I kept to the path, and when I was all
but consumed by the rabid darkness, I found myself
kneeling at the foot of a mountain of bones. The
demons refused to approach it. A spear of light pierced
the colossal pile halfway up its slope.
'I lay there for an age, breathing the sulphurous air,
waiting for the bones to creep over me and consume
me. I had failed Cataea, but at least I would see her
again soon. ’Lorn fixed Ivell with an unwavering stare.
‘And that is when she spoke to me.'
'“Lorn Bar-Koran,” she thundered. At the top of the
bone-pile, behind the spear of light, I saw the shadows
darken. Scoff, if you must, but her shape, her great and
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winged shape, devoured the light. She was a void. A
nothing. All I saw of her was a gargantuan silhouette,
and two forge-fires for eyes, narrowed at me.
‘Her mouthless face laughed at me. I was too tired
too cower in fear, too careless to bow in reverence.
Instead, I reared onto my heels and stood – somewhat
shakily, I'll admit – before this princess of darkness,
this queen of the dead. A goddess in her own right.
'“I am almost impressed,” Hella thundered, in a
disturbingly genial tone. “I am unaccustomed to visitors
whose hearts are still beating.” She crept from her
chair of bones and spread her hooked black wings
above and around me. I felt a chill descend like
snowfall.
'“How do you know my name?” I asked her.
'“I know all that tread above and pass beneath,”
Hella told me. She reared proudly, and I noticed horns
of darkness protruding from her demon head. “Speak,
for I know you have travelled here to do so. No man
suffers my Road without a cause or question.”
'“I have come to beg you for the soul of my wife," I
said, staring into the inferno of her eyes. “She was
taken from me.”
'“As are many wives. And husbands. Daughters.
Sons. Who are you to disrupt the order of fate?”
'I jabbed my sword into the earth. “Our love was
pure. Our time cut cruelly short. Fate was wrong to take
her.”
'“Then you have come to the wrong deity—”
'“You alone have the power to return her,” I said,
unable to fight the shiver that crept up my spine as
Hella purred. She closed the gap between us. As she
passed beneath the shaft of light, no skin was
illuminated. The light was swallowed into a pit.
'“And what, pray, would you do with her soul?”
rumbled the goddess of death.
'“Live again. Half my soul died with Cataea that day.
I have been a walking corpse since.”
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'Hella raised a hand, and I raised my sword
hesitantly. She chuckled again. “Mortal steel cannot
harm me, child.” She crooked a claw to the darkness
of the chamber. A green pinprick light appeared in the
gloom, drawing nearer until it took the form of a woman
in rags. I fell straight to my knees again in the presence
of Cataea's ghost.
'Hella held my wife in her claws, far out of my reach,
though my hands still grasped. Her gaze was vacant,
as it had been in death. “I will do anything. Anything,” I
blurted. “I only want to be with her again.”
'“Not all souls weigh the same, Lorn Bar-Koran. A
sacrifice to the gods is worth much to me. Cataea's
price is high.”
'“What do you ask of me?” I replied, my desperation
speaking for me. I felt as if I were chained to a runaway
wagon careening down a hill.
'“One thousand souls. And only the finest,” she
said, and I could have sworn I heard Hella smacking
her lips. All I know was that she came closer than
tolerable. Her breath was hot, yet still I shivered.
'“One thousand souls of those who have wreaked
death and carnage. The murderous, the cunningly
barbarous, the monstrous. Those who take lives carry
many souls with their own. I cannot take a mortal life.
But you can. Deliver them to me and you shall be with
your wife again.” She clenched her fist, snuffing the
light of Cataea's ghost. “Weigh your decisions lightly,
Lorn Bar-Koran. You will receive what you ask for.”
‘I found my feet again. The sum of my task stunned
me, but I was no stranger to death and the spilling of
blood. I stammered my reply before I knew it. “You will
have your souls. And I will have mine. Just spare me
the journey back and we have a deal,” I told her. I will
never forget Hella's smile. I only saw it in the narrowing
of her eyes, but it haunts me still. ’
Lorn stared over the rim of his tankard, shivered
momentarily, and doused the memory with ale.
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Ivell blinked owlishly as the empty vessel thudded
on the bar in front of him. He had been wrapped up in
the tale. He fetched another.
'Well? Then what?' Ivell asked.
Lorn wiped foam from his moustache. ‘What do you
think? ’He fixed the barkeep with another stare.
Ivell shrugged. ‘You came to your senses?’
The snort was cut short by a choke. Lorn clapped
his chest with his fist. 'Hardly,' Lorn rasped. 'Woke up
in a barn and got right to it. You'd be surprised how
easy it is to find monsters in this world. Greed.
Desperation. Jealousy. War. Idiocy. They are all
excuses for vileness. In a short time, I had a list of
names, and I went about Hella's work. I say work for
good reason. I wasn't an assassin, for this wasn't about
gold. I wasn't a knight, for this wasn't about morality. I
was but a labourer, working for a wage. It was a dire
task, but the most glorious of rewards awaited me.
'I will never forget the first. The Dragonlord Alat
Kidra. A Dominion war hero, they proclaimed him. War
criminal, in truth. Kidra had developed a fondness for
burning villagers in their homes. Strange, the tastes we
develop in war, isn't it?'
'Wouldn't know,' Ivell replied.
'I killed Kidra while the great beast slept, taking little
if any pleasure in it. I clung to the justification that my
targets had bloodier hands than I, and their victims
could rest.
‘In three years, I had a hundred under my belt.
Every time I killed, Hella's darkness was there,
lingering in the corners, waiting to claim my kill. She
never interfered, but she was always watching.
'Ten years passed, and I began to believe the
delusion that I was fighting a just war against evil.
Bards began to sing of me. I began to reap the spoils
of my kills, looking for more infamous targets. Crafting
fitting punishments. The Bloody Twins of Banburr I
gave a taste of their own medicine. The Skirek chief
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Calakek I sacrificed on his own altar. General Isperia
drowned like her betrayed battalions. Truth be told, I
began to enjoy it.'
'You killed Isperia?' Ivell's face held a mocking
smile.
Lorn smirked. 'You say that name as if you know it
well.'
'I listen to the bards' songs, just like you.'
Lorn rubbed his beard, thoughtfully. ‘As you might
imagine, my glory soured. As the decades passed me
by, a thousand souls began to seem insurmountable. I
cheapened my kills, slaying common murderers. My
morals were whittled down until they were a splinters.
I was callous, underhanded. The lower I stooped, the
more my heart turned to stone. All I pondered was
killing. Cataea became an end, not a reward. These
last few years have been the darkest…' Lorn looked in
the dirty reflection of a spoon. His voice became a
whisper. 'I am not the man she left behind.' He caught
himself then, slamming the spoon down and glancing
at the gloomy corners of the tavern. ‘I am the product
of every drop of blood spilled. A darkened soul of my
own making. But I know Cataea can forgive me. Heal
me.’
Lorn said no more. His tale was finally spoken. His
life summarized. He sat still and expressionless,
watching the question hang on the barkeep's lips.
Ivell cleared his throat. 'How many more? ’
‘One. One more to seal my fate.'
'Only one?' Ivell replied. He tried a smile, but it didn't
fit. Lorn continued to stare at him fixedly, as if a spider
crawled along his forehead. Instead, a bead of sweat
dribbled into Ivell's eye. He calmly wiped it away.
'And what kind of monster have you saved until last,
Master Lorn? Who will be the final kill to reunite you
with your wife?'
Lorn shook his head and sighed deeply. ‘Are we
going to continue to pretend? You’re good, Ivell
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Dessen. A fine liar. I have watched you speak and
listen, and I see no monster before me, but a man. I
almost wonder if I have come to the right town, the right
tavern. ’Lorn paused. ‘Almost. The best lies always
contain a smidgeon of truth, don't they? Tell me of the
soul I’ve saved for last. Tell me I truly have reached the
end of my road.’
Ivell just smiled vacantly. ‘I have no idea—’
‘Tell me I’m wrong! I refuse to have wasted my
time. ’Lorn pressed him, wanting to hear it aloud. There
would be no mistakes made on this final night.
Surreptitiously, his fingers strayed to his mage-gun.
‘Tell me you’re not a man born of a conniving,
scheming, murderous mother who taught him to kill. A
man who rampaged through the Dominion under the
excuse of war, slitting throats and snapping necks as
he pleased. A man whose bloodshed rivals my own. A
man who foolishly believed he could retire and forget
all the murder he left behind, pretending to be a
jeweller, carriage-driver… maybe a barkeep. ’
‘You are wrong! ’Ivell snapped. All pretence in
Ivell’s face evaporated. His barkeep demeanour
vanished as though he had shed a mask. He bared his
teeth.
‘My mother was conniving. She schemed
incessantly. And on one occasion, she stabbed a maid
to death. But I did not learn evil from her. No. I learned
it from my own country. When our town was occupied
in the Uprising, as situations grew desperate, I taught
myself how to slit throats and spill blood. Townspeople
at first, those who had betrayed their fellows. Then the
guards and the murdering soldiers. And finally, I
butchered my own mother when she attempted to
betray me to save her skin. I was death in the Dominion
camps.’
‘But when the war ended—’
Ivell snarled. ‘I wager you know the feeling well: a
thirst that needs to be quenched. It was not my doing,
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but the Dominions. And for that I made them pay. I
forged a pact with a demon to teach me dark magics
and aid me against my war-torn enemies. I played
many lives while I lured and butchered them all.
Captains. Generals. Priests. Senators. Wives.
Husbands. Daughters. Sons. ’
Lorn saw the veritable fire in Ivell’s eyes. The man
was reliving it. Relishing in it.
'The Butcher of All, they called me! I’ve killed
hundreds. Thousands. More than you will ever know.
And, yes, I seek peace. I wear a different face. It is
what I deserve for the life I was forced to carve from
others ’flesh.’
‘Forced?’
‘Forced! As you were, Lorn. I never wanted to kill.
My mother, the Dominion, the war. They forged me into
who I am. They twisted me into a murderer through
necessity. Blackened my mind as it did you! ’
Lorn placed his empty tankard on the bar and
matched Ivell's furious glare. ‘And you thought you
could simply forget it all, and disappear into a
backwater tavern to play the barkeep.’
Ivell showed his teeth, full of scorn. ‘I knew
somebody would come eventually. Far too many
widows and orphans left behind me. I didn’t expect a
lonely old waste of a man pining for his lost love. What
of your thirst for killing, hmm? ’the Butcher taunted him.
‘You and I are no different. Don’t you see? You have
become Hella’s tool! A hollow ghost. You take my
head, and a monster you will truly be, Lorn, no longer
a man. Do you truly want that? ’Ivell cackled. ‘Don’t be
a fool. We are both old, hunter. Go, leave and live your
remaining days in peace, as I wish. Die alone, as our
kind are meant to. The door is there, Lorn Bar-Koran.
Use it.’
Lorn made no such move. He sighed deeply. ‘I
cannot walk away. You have heard my tale. Cataea
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waits for me. ’He glanced to the shadows, and saw his
breath steam before him. ‘My road ends here.’
The silence ached as it lengthened. Lorn remained
motionless. Ivell shook with some unknown emotion.
His eyes held a dangerous glint. He stood taller than
before, gaining a head or so on Lorn.
It was a spark that tore the moment apart. One of
the mage-fires spat an ember onto the floorboards.
Lorn turned, and Ivell hurled a mug at his head. The
old hunter fell back off his stool, rolled to a stand, and
levelled his mage-gun at Ivell.
The discharge was deafening. The screaming blue
bolt punched through the bar and reduced a keg to
kindling. Wine showered the tavern, eliciting a squawk
from Old Midge. Ivell emerged from the wreckage,
weaving his hands in patterns before his face. Lorn
reloaded as fast as his fingers could move.
'Raum!' bellowed the Butcher. The cry that came
from the back room was distorted, first a boy's yelp
then a roar of something wounded.
'That's not your kitchen lad, is it, Ivell?' Lorn yelled.
Ivell responded by hurling his hands outwards. The
blue mage-fire behind Lorn burst into life, singeing his
cloak and hair and throwing him on his face. The fresh
mage-shot went wide. Midge hobbled from the tavern,
clutching a severed arm and howling.
'I will not be the last name on your pitiful list, bounty
hunter. Mark my words,' Ivell roared. He gestured
wildly, and a stool flew at Lorn.
Lorn's life of darkness had at least kept his muscles
taut and his wits sharp. Steel flashed as his sword
cleaved the stool in two.
A glow burned in the back room. Lorn deflected the
tankards and chairs that swarmed him like a flock of
hideous birds. Ivell was grinning, partly with murderous
glee, partly with strain. Tendons protruded from his
neck.
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Lorn had dealt with magic before. He knew speed
was his ally. He darted to the side, throwing off Ivell's
aim long enough for Lorn to hurl his notched blade like
a spear.
Snarling with the effort, Ivell halted the sword,
quivering an inch from his sternum. The barkeep
looked up just in time to see Lorn barrelling at him.
The weight of the hunter struck the sword's pommel
and thrust the blade deep into Ivell's guts. Lorn kept
pushing, and drove Ivell to the wall to impale him with
a crunch of ribs and cartilage. Lorn leaned in close as
blood pattered on the floor.
'Death follows those who deal death, Ivell Dessen,'
he whispered.
‘Do your words ease your thirst for carnage? Your
soul is black, Master Lorn. There is no redemption for
you. Killing me only proves that you are the monster,
and not I, ’Ivell replied, spitting blood.
‘So be it, ’growled Lorn. ‘If that is what it takes. ’
‘Then let us make this fair! ’Ivell screeched.
'RAUM!'
The doorway behind the bar exploded in a cloud of
splinters as a hulking demon of ash and rock came
charging through it. Raum. In his true form. Lorn
cursed himself for forgetting Ivell’s bound demon.
Lorn scrabbled out of the demon's way, seizing his
musket and stuffing a mage-bullet into its breach. He
felt the energy pouring out of him as the gun surged
into readiness. He spilled more of himself into it for a
larger shot. Dizziness almost overcame him. Darkness
filled the tavern. Lorn took aim while Raum raised his
fist of jagged rock and fire.
'Kill him!' roared Ivell to the stone demon.
Thunder boomed as the mage-gun fired. A sapphire
fireball ripped through the demon's pillar of a leg. Raum
bellowed in pain, but was only momentarily
inconvenienced. Even so, Lorn sunk onto the floor and
grinned.
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Through the hole he had just blasted, he could see
the headless corpse of Ivell Dessen.
'My work is done,' Lorn croaked, half-choking on the
beast's sulphurous stench. The shadows gathered as
Raum loomed over him, poised to crush him.
The demon’s fists never descended; they remained
in the air, somehow shackled. A deep chill ran down
Lorn's spine. The flames seeking to claim the Griffin
flared. Raum began to quiver. His clawed feet dug
trenches in the floorboards. The tavern wall behind
Lorn had crumbled into a black void.
'He is mine,' thundered a voice. An obsidian hand
reached to encircle Raum's smouldering throat. 'Back
where you belong, fiend. ’
Hella.
With a crunch akin to a house collapsing, she
snapped his neck. The demon Raum fell limp, and his
body collapsed into ash and pumice.
Lorn struggled to his feet while Hella's attention
shifted to the headless body of the Butcher of All. The
growing flames did nothing to illuminate her.
'Ivell Dressen,' wheezed Lorn as he dug a splinter
from his shoulder.
Hella's hand alighted on the corpse's chest. The
goddess hissed. Her eyes burned brightly. '“Endless
Evil.” You mortals think much of yourselves.
Nevertheless, a grand soul. ’
'He marks a thousand.' Lorn spoke wearily, but in
truth, he felt a colossal weight lift from his shoulders. It
was done.
Hella whirled to face him. 'Does he, indeed? ’
'By my count.'
'The years have tortured you, Lorn Bar-Koran.
Poisoned your mind. By my count, you have yet one
more soul to deliver. Or do you dare call the goddess
of death a liar and cheat?'
Lorn bared his teeth. The weight descended once
more. He sweated profusely in the blooming heat.
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'There are none left. Ivell was the last monstrous soul
I could find.'
'Is that so?' Hella enveloped Lorn in darkness. He
felt as though he floated in a void. 'You have spent so
long hunting monsters, have you not become one
yourself?'
Lorn tried to speak but found his throat swollen.
'To take a thousand lives with your own hands…
Lorn Bar-Koran, you are the despot. The murderer.
The war criminal. How could Cataea love you again,
with all the blood on your hands? With so many years
of death behind you?'
'I did it for her. She will understand… They were all
vile creatures, evil…' Lorn's excuses faded away,
useless.
Hella purred. 'Give me your soul, Lorn, and your
wife will know the warmth of a summer sun on her
cheek once more.'
'You tricked me!' Lorn growled. 'You just turned me
into what you wanted. You lied!'
A force great and terrifying seized him, squeezing
him like he was buried in rubble. Icy claws pierced his
sides. 'I warned you,' roared Hella. 'You receive what
you ask for. You asked me to bring Cataea back. You
did not specify your fate.' Finally, she released him, her
voice the whispers of a crowd all around him. 'What do
you expect from the goddess of death? Your soul is
worth tenfold to me now.'
In the darkness, Lorn saw his love once more,
drifting as if underwater. This time Cataea was
reaching for him, calling out without a voice. She
disappeared as Hella withdrew, leaving Lorn to bow his
head. The light of the fire gradually consuming the
tavern was blinding. Shouting could be heard from the
street outside.
Lorn lifted up his hands, staring at the scars
between the blood. At least he could save Cataea. 'I
want to see her first. Alive.'
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Hella's eyes sputtered in annoyance, but her claws
stirred the air. Within moments, a voice soared above
the roaring flames. A voice Lorn hadn't heard in
decades. It was calling his name.
'Lorn! Lorn!'
Through a smoke-smudged window, before hands
could pull her away from the flames, he glimpsed her
face. His heart seized.
Lorn settled down onto his knees in the middle of
the flames, clutching his mage-gun to his chest. His
last bullet waited in its barrel. Hella hovered amidst the
flames, watching as always. Lorn held the gun tightly,
pouring his strength into it until it shook in his hands
and his head drooped. ‘I have one last question,' he
asked.
'If you must.'
'When first we met, you told me mortal weapons of
steel cannot harm a god. ’
Hella's eyes widened. 'Your question?'
'What about mage-guns?'
The bullet exploded from the musket, tearing
straight for Hella's eyes. The mage-shot struck the
goddess of death in a burst of blue flame. Hella's
screech was deafening, as if the sky was falling. Dark
wings flailed. Claws ripped the floorboards asunder.
Hella vanished with a drumroll of thunder, leaving Lorn
alone amongst the burning wreckage.
He stood. Shaky, but he stood. The flames
surrounded him, but he cared not. He stared solely at
the window, now black with char. The heat was
searing, but not a shadow lurked in the tavern.
'Lorn!' came another frantic cry.
The hunter paused a brief moment to grin before
charging headlong for the window.
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